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Abstract 
Tubular joints are of great import ance in offshore jacket. structures. This thesis 
examines the ultimate state behaviour of tubular joints in offshore structures. In 
particular, the validity of a non1h)ear ffiiite element. method was investigafed and 
it was subsequently used to deterinine the ultimate load behaviour of a range of 
tubular joints. 
A geometrically nonlinear, eight node isoparan-letric shell finite element pro- 
gram is develoPed which allows six degrees of freedom per node. The material laws 
in the model include elastic and elastoplastic multilaver solution with integration 
across the thickness. Strain hardening elfects can be included. 
The nonlinear solution strategies are based on the Newton-Raphson Method. 
The load is applied hi increments where for each step, equilibrium iterations are 
carried out to establisli equilibrium, subject to a given error criterion. To cross 
the limit point and to select load increments, iterative solution strategies such as 
the arc length and autoniatic. load increments method are adopted. 
To analyse tubular joints, a simple inesh generator has been developed. Struc- 
Cural syminet'ry is exploit-ed to reduce die number of elements. The hibular joijil. 
is divided into a few regions and by means of a blending function. each region is 
discret, ised into a. number of clemenk. 
A wide range of tubular joints have been analysed using this finite element 
method. The numerical results have been compared with experimental tests un- 
dertak-en by the Wimpey Offshore Laboratory using large scale specimens. 
Abstract 
Finally, t lie a pplicabili(yof ( lie nonlinear fini(eelement developed here is briefly 
(I iscussed all (I potell1i aIa reas of research in the ultim ate behaviour oft it bularjoints 
are proposed. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Hydrocarbons 
Hydrocarbons are chemical compounds composed of the elements carboil and 
IiYdrogeii. At normal tempera t, Lire and nornial pressure, they may be liquid,. gas 
or solid depending on their composition. Accumulations of hydrocarbons can be 
found in many places of the world. All hydrocarbons which occur naturally in the 
earths crust are ternied petroleum. In the commercial sense the word is usually 
restricted to the liquid deposit crude oil, the gaseous form is termed natural gas, 
and the solid fornis are called bihinien, asplialt or wax according to their composi- 
tion. In general, the proportion of carbon and hydrogen does not varY appreciably 
aniong the different, varieties of petroleum : carbon comprises 82(A to 87% and 
hYdrogeii 12'X to 15'A bY molecular weight [Chapman 1983). Hydrocarbom'are 
extremely economically iniport. ant, and are the concern of a multibillion pound iii- 
ternational industry. They are overwhelmingly importaht as fuels (after refiiiing), 
but also have a myriad other uses. 
1.1.1 Oil Fields 
A petroleum reservoir can be defined as the part of geologic lraýjiin which oil 
and gas accumulate, while ail accumulation comprise§one, or- more reservoirs of oil 
and ga,,; fields. Ali oil field contains one or more'resen--oir's rielated-to Iheir geological 
structure. There are over 500 kiiowll. ýgiant qij-. ýnd. -gas fields in different parts of 
the world. A giant. lield is defined asliaving 500, million, barrels of recoverable oil 
or equivalent gas. About third of those di. ýcoverecl have-produced [Carmalt 19S61. 
According to the BP Statistical Riview [19881, the total oil rie'se'ves in 1967 were 
418 billion barrels and this had doubled by 1987. The oil reserves in 1987 were 
III f 1-odl I ctioll 11 
896 billion barrel. Most oil reserves are located in Middle East (see Fig. Lla-b). 
However, most gas reserves are located in what. used to be the Centrally Planned 
Economies. Since 1977, the world gas reserves lia, -ve increased from 2159 trillion 
CLIbiC feet to 3797 trillion cubic feet. in 1987. 
Centrally Planned EM Economies 9.1% E] 
Western Europe 4.1 
Food 
Others 2.5% 
Latin America 18.3% 
Middle East 66.0% 
Figure 1.1a : Percentage of oil reserves in the Nvorld 1987 
Centrally Planned 
Economies 43.5% 
Western Europe 6.2% 
Others 12.5% 
Latin America 9.2% 
F-I Middle East 20.6% 
Figure Percentage of. ga-s reserves in the world 198 7 
hill-oducti 12 
Alany explorations have been carried out. in tile sedimentary basins of the 
worW which were expected to have oil accumulation. The result. of exploration can 
be classified into 4 groups, which are intensively explored, moderately explored, 
partially explored and essentially unexplored. 277( of prospective sedimentary 
basins in the world currently produce hy(Irocarbons, another 40(X of the basins have 
been partially or moderately explored and tested but do not, produce commercial 
quantities of petroleum. The total of the world's prospective sedimentary basin 
area. is approximately 77,643,000 sq. kni. About 26.395,000 sq. kni of this area 
lies in the world's ocean. 5 (see Table 1.1) [Halbouty. 1986]. 
Location Total 
(1000 sq km) 
Onshore 
(1000 scl km) 
Offshore 
(1000 sq km) 
Japan G44 so 5G4 
Eastern Europe 1015 900 115 
Antartica 1042 0 1042 
Republic of China 2472 1787 685 
Aliddle East 3669 ýi-52 1517 
Western Europe 3848 1944- 1904 
Canada 5167 3084 2083 
Australia-NZ 6604 4424. 2180 
Latin Ainerica 7851 4843 3008 
USA 8247 6604 1643 
.S and SE Asia 8916 170.5 5211 
Africa /Aladagascar 13223 1172.5 1498 
tTSSR 149 45 10000 4945 
TOTAL 77643 --51248 26395 
Table 1.1 - Approximate prospective areas of the sedimentary basins 
of the world [Halbouty 1986] 
aroductioll 
1.1.2 Offshore Oil Production 
13 
Now oil drilling has spread to the offshorearea in almost. every part of the world. 
About. 17% of the worlds annual crude oil outPut came from offshore oil fields ill 
1970 and this proportion increased until it reach 2Vc in 1980 (see Tablel-2), As 
mentioned above, more than one third of the prospective basin area lies in the 
oceans basin (Table 1-1). This means that. the prospect of offshore oil produ ctioll 
ill the future is excellent.. 
Year billion 
barel 
'X of total oil 
Production 
1970 2.75 17.1 
1971 3.00 17.0 
1972 3.24 17.4 
1973 3.63 17.8 
1974 3.40 16.6 
19.75 1.19 16.3 
1976 3.53 16.6 
1977 4.15 19.0 
1978 4.20 18.9 
1979 4.56 20.0 
1980 5.00 23.0 
fill roductioll 
1.2 Offshore Structures Type 
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The first offshore structural platform. which was built, in 1896 on the coast, 
of California. used a wharf whicli was built out into the water. Futherillore, a 
wouden platform was used in Ferry Lake in Caddo Parish Lousiana on 1909/1ý)10. 
This platform was used for drilling. and was built on top of cypress ti've piling. 
After that year, several wooden platforms were built in offshore fields. In 1946ý the 
Magnolia oil company used steel piles for an offshore plafform. This was flie first. 
olfshore platform to use steel piles. The choice of steel piles was because of problem 
with teredo, a marine boyer, which altarlýed the wooden piles. Three yeai. -s lat, er, in 
1949, mobile drilling units mounted on barges were introduced. Now maily types 
of offshore structure have been developed. The most common type is the jacket, 
structure. Soirie offshore structure type will now be briefly listed [Bettess 1989, 
Gerwick 1986, Graff 19811. 
Jack-ups 
Jack-ups rigs are normally operated in a range of water depth from 30 m to 
75m. Jack-ups are used in drilling operations, but may be used as a production 
support. The jack-ups consist of a barge as a deck section and several tubular 
legs usually 3 or 4 at, the side of the deck section. The legs can be lowered to the 
seabed on site, then the deck section of platform is raised to a, certain level above 
sea. In transit the legs are raised and the barge can be towed. 
1.2.2 Senii-Submersibles 
Semi-submersibles are the niost poptilar. form of floating production systeni. 
These have been used as early 197.5 on (lie Argyll field in the North Sea. They 
are basically bttoývant- strucl'ures wbicli consist of 2 ponfoons and several colitimis -- 
1 
to support the deck plalfbim' NVIien they'are operating,: they--are moored to the 
, eabed and the pont. o re fti I lSr.. stil)iiii-rge(l". ýTliis: iiiooi, itig system -allows a -I a rge s oils a 
heave motion in extreme-wave enviroii-ients'and this can cause problenis4ith the 
risers. However, flie semisubmersible can operate in water depths of up to 1000 jn. ý :, 
11111-oducti 
1.2.3 Monoliulls 
Nionolmlls are designed for the development of small fields. The design con- 
cept takes a small oil tanker, with claborate dynamic positioning equipment.. and 
facilities to locate tile well head and to process tile oil production. The Petrojaril 
is a. turret moored nionoliull production vessel. It started work in the Oseberg field 
in September 1986. 
1.2.4 Tension Leg Platform (TLP) 
The basic design of all tension leg platform is a buoyant structure which is 
connected to the seabed by ta. ut vertical mooring lines. The buoyancy force of 
the platform creates an upward force keeping the mooring lines under constant 
tension. The first, tension leg platform was the Hutton field platform in 147 ni 
deptli of water in the North Sea, developed by Conoco. TLP has been prefered for 
the Jolliet field in the Gulf of Alexico wbich has 536 ni water depth. The Jolliet 
TLP has been installed, despite problems with tendons. The TLP scheme has 
great potential for operation in great water depth. 
1.2.5 Monopole Platforms 
Monopole platforms are Sometimes called guyed tower platform. One Nvas 
installed by Exxon in 1983 in the. G"df of Alexico in a depth of 350 ni of Nvater. 
The basic idea of this platform is a tower with a. flexible joint at the base held in 
position by means of positive bucývancy an([ mooring lines. 
1.2.6 Ti-ipod Tower Platforms 
The concept of the steel tripod has been developed bv_. HeerenIa/, Aker. The. de- 
sigit looks like a tetraliedron of st. eel tubing. One largecentral colounin is supported 
by Hiree smaller diameter incliiied tubes. Some bracing frames are connected be- 
tween the central COILImn and the inclined leg. The structure is pinned to the 
seabed by the piles. A number 6fsmall tripod ýstructures have been installed in -. - 
In( ruduct ion 16 
sliallow water, in the south north sea. The large tripod structure have been studied 
for Norske Shelf and a design study was carried out for the Norwegian Troll gas 
field. It would have been very large structure in a water depth of 3,10 in and with 
. 
deck- loading of 60000 tomies. However it was not built, a conventional concrete 
gravity structure being prefered. 
1.2.7 Concrete Gravity 
Most. concrete ofFshore structures are situated in the North Sea, especially 
in (lie Norwegian sector and a few concrete gravity structures are also used off 
the coast. of Brazil. The first. major concrete gravity struct. ures was the Ekofisk 
storage tank, Ekofisk L, It, was built by C. G. Dorris for Phillips petroleum and it. 
has storage capacity of 5.6 million cubic feet. 
The concrete gravity structures are founded at the sea floor, transfering their 
load to the soil by means of shallwv footings. They offer integrated oil storage aud 
a sliod. installation time since no piling is required. Platforms usually have short, 
sk-itt piles. It is also possible to install the topside facilities at a. sheltered inshore 
location. These gravity platforms are huge-structures and they are only suited to 
large field developments. The final design for the Norwegian Troll gas field was a 
concrete gravity structure. 
1.2.8 Jacket Structures 
Jacket or template structures have evolved from simple piled jetties or plat- 
forinti, originally tt,, sed hl only a few inetres of -water, just off the coast, Now, these 
structures are in depths of. more thati -. 300 111. The litige jaclýet structure. Shell 
Bullwinkle. has just. been built, and -it stands ill a Nvater depth of. 412 min-theUS 
Chilf of Mexico [Anon. 19,88]. Alflimigh de.,; igns have become Illore complicat-ed 
and sophisticated over the years, the original layout has proved to surprisingly 
flexible and effective. 
Table 1.3, lists known, completed . 8tructures located in-wabeiS. exceeding 1-10 
lilt roduct ion 
metres while Fig. 1.2 depicts major historical developments. 
Name/Owner/Location 
NVater 
dept li 
(111) 
No. of 
wells 
Jacket 
weight 
(tonnes) 
Foundation 
Type 
lwakv Exxon/Japall 153 24 13600 Extended skirt. 
Murchison/Conoco, North Sea 156 27 21300 Cluster 
North Cormorant/Shell. North Sea 160 40 17000 Cluster 
Casablanca/Chevron, Spain 160 -9 7200 Extended skirt, 
Thistle/BNOC!, Nortli Sea 161 60 26000 Cluster 
Nomorado II/Petrobas, Brazil 170 24 16500 Extended skirt 
Nlagnus/B. P North Sea 184 24 35400 Extended skirt 
Mississippi Canyon, 
148,1/ARCO. Gulf of Mexico 198 29 7500 Extended skirt 
'ttlf of Alexico Zapata, CI 200 is 6500 Extended skirt 
Garden Banks 230A 
Chevron, (14tif of Mexico 209 20 10200 Extended skirt. 
Ettreka/Sliell, offshore 
Eureka/Sbell, offshoie California 259 28- 11000 Extended skirt 
Cerveza ligera/ Union, 
Gulf of Mexico 285 40 20900 Extended skirt 
Cerveza/union, Gulf of Mexico : 312 62 30400 Extended skirt 
Northern Ninian/ 
Chevron, North Sea 141 25 13000 Extended skirt 
BLIllwinkle/Shell. 
Gulf of Mexico 412 60 L 
44789 
Table 1.3 - Fixed steel offshore platforri-is located in water. depths 
v 
exceeding 140 iiietres 
flit roduction 18 
The principal structural components of a fixed offshore structure are the jacket. 
the deck, and piles. The jacket consists of it three dimensional frame struct tire, 
the main members of which are vertical or slightly inclined and which extended 
. 
from the seabed to above the Nvater surface. They are called legs. Tile other 
members. which are usually sinaller are horizontal members and diagonal bracing. 
K bracilig, X bi-ming Or Illore complicated bracing schemes are used. The members 
are invariably cylindrical Wbes and some of the members are sometimes internalb 
or externally stiffened. Gusset plates are also sometimes used at joints. The 
intersections of members are called nodes or joints. 
The jacket is prefabricated onshore as a space frame and is I ransported to the 
site. At (lie offshore site the jacket the pile and the deck will be installed together. 
The tubular members are fabricated from plates which are rolled to the correct 
radius and welded tip. At intersection of a member and ])races, the radius of the 
nieniber is enlarged, firstly to strengt-eheii the joint. area and secondly to provide 
stifficient spacing between neighbouring braces for welding purposes. The enlarged 
part. of a menieber is called a can. Before tubes are constructed into the space 
franie, the tubes have to prepared for welding of the joint. The nodes have to be 
profiled at, the end of the tubes, so th at the nodes can be welded together. -Another 
way to prepare the joints, is to fabricate the joint from pieces of tube bY welding or 
it may be cast in one unit. A typical structure might have 600 members and 100 
joints. The framework of the jacket tends to have many features attached to it. 
I'liese include guides for the conductors, risers and other oppurtenances, including 
fell(lers and Sacrificial allod". v 
As the foundation of theJacket structure, the piles project downwarý! t, hrough - 
the inside of leg, which form the template:: The pilesý can also be driven alongside 
the. leg. To do this, t lie: base: of ler'9mis: fUt-ed with -a, bottle 6r, 'pile cluster, xonsisting.: 
lilt rodlit-tioll 19 
500.0 
400.0 
300.0 
t2. 
T 
200.0 
100.0 
0.0 
US fixed offshore plaýform 
-N4th Sea fiked offsho 
!e 
platforý r 
Btill', Winkle (412 
............... prediction ', 11 1 ---------- f ---------- r ---------- I-- 
Cognac (312m) snorre 
---------- ---------- ---------- 
HO, ndoll (259m) 
---------- I --------- --------- I-. -- ------- 
Magnus (186m) 
P'Forties (140m) 
I 
--------- -- -------- -- --------- -- -------- 
%, -dlkosfik (67s) 
Lemm Bank (30, m) 
1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 
years 
Figure 1.2 : lVater depth vs years for fixed platforms. 
of several hollow steel cylinders, which hold and guide the piles, in clusters. Solhe 
jacket structures use additional skirt piles in between the jacket legs. The skirt pile 
is driven through the skirt pile sleeve which is attached to the bracing members. 
The depth of piling depends oil the condition of soil. If necessary additional lengths 
of pile may be welded oil. 1V'heii the driving has finished the piles are firmly fixed 
to the jacket by pumping grout into the annulus between pile and leg or bottle 
cylinder. 
Modules are installed-on the top of the -jacket. The top facilities frequentlý 
comprise several decks: a 'drilling- deck, a Nvell Ilead/ production deck, and cellar 
deck and so on. These decks -are supported on a gridwork of girders, trusses and 
columns. The initial section of the de-ck below it Nvith stabbing 
1 
guides to fit. into the piles or jack'eL leg's'. ' The permaiient equipment is always pre 
lift roduct ioll 20 
attached to the decks. Each deck of the platform is lifted on in succesion. After 
vach deck is crected, the remaining equipment for the deck- is set. 
1.3 rRibular Joints 
As mentioned above, most. steel offshore st. ruchires comprise three dimensional 
franies composed of cylindrical steel members. These give the best, compromise 
in satisfying the reqidmiients of low drag coeficient., high buoyancy, high st, rength 
lo weight, ratio and equal bending in all directions [Lalaid 1987]. The members 
are connected at their ends forming tubular joints. The tallest of fixed offshore 
, structure Avith water depth 412m, Bullwilikle in C-., ulf of Mexico, has been I)tiilt* 
tip from more than 3000 members and over 1000 joints [Anon. 1988]. This shows 
that. the design of tubular joints are a significant part in offshore structure design. 
-Joint. design is controlled by static strength or by fatigue strength performan. ce. 
Other constraints include the properties of available materials, fabrications and 
inspection criteria. 
In general, the joint. configuration inkN'. I)e classified into three groups. Tlle3 
, are single joints, double joints and complex joints. Single and double joints Cali 
be seen in Fig. 1.3. Other joints which. are not included in the figure'are complex 
joints [UEG 1985]. The geometric and nondimensional parameters for simple joints 
can be seen in Fig. 1.4 and the basic dimensions, whicli describes simple joints are: 
L= chord length 
chord outside dianietýr 
brace outside diameter * 
chord wall thickness 
brace wall thickness- 
gal) (for K, YT and KT joints only) 
angle between chord and brace 
c= eccentricity 
Fy = ii-laterial yield stress 
Ft = material tonsile strciýgtji 
hilroduction 21 
Single Joints Double Joints 
T joint DT joint 
Y joint x joint DY joint 
Kjohit DIK joint 
Z2 
YTjoint XDTjoint DYDTjoint 
Ujoint. DRDTjoint 
-Single and; double joh&. configuration Figure 13 
1.3.1 Tubular Joints Static Strength' 
Several type of failure mode can occurrto the joint under static-load.. Tltey-are:. ý- 
fill roductioll 22 
//ý\d 
DI 
Geometric rati6: ci -Z-L 13 =Ij 
A- 7- DD 2T 
Figitre 1.4 : Geometric notation of simple joint. 
- plastic failure of the chord 
- cracking and gross separation of the chord from brace 
- cracking of the bracing 
- local buckling 
- Shear failure of the chord between adjacent bracings 
- laninielar tearing of thick chord walls under brace tension loading 
The type of failure of a hibular joint. under static loa( 
. ling depends on material 
strength, joint t-3 pe, loading condition, and geometry of the joints [UEG 198-51 
In recent years, a -munber of reviews and codes, for the predictions, of Iliv id- 
tiniate strength of tubtflar joints have been published. In the absence of suitable 
analytical methods, al[ of - th6se formulae ar, ý derived -from exp . e-riinentafevidence, 
based on a. 'best fit' to test (lata p0iints. - Most -of the. forintilael iii various codes 
and guidance documents hdve- Ikeii derived largely from the- sanic soume of infor- 
mation. However no two'doctun6its give identical -recommendations. ýTliis can be t-- 
LL 
Distance between and restraints orpoints of contraflexure 
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understood because of the differeitces of adopted philosopy, classification, load in- 
teraction. effects, minimum capacity requirements and safety factors [Lalani 19871. 
Futherniore, the lack of (lata in many practical areas, for instance simple joints 
with il > 0.8 [UEG 19851, imiltiplanar joints, ring stiffened joints, with the result 
that. design codes or the guidance may be not sufficiently accurate and sometimes 
t1wre is no available pidance for tile design of complex joints. 
Almost. three decade of research in the ultimate strength of tubular joint has 
beeii carried out, most. 13! by experimental testing. However the fundamental is- 
sues relating to the ultimate state of tubular joints are still not well understood 
[Lalani 19871. Because of the wide range of the joint types, loading condition 
and the inherent complexity of the joint area, no suitable analytical solution has 
been developed to prc(lict the ultimate strength of tubular joints [Burdekin 198-11, 
while (he design of offshore structures requires an accurate inethod of prediction. 
The most, feasible way in the near ftiture to understand the behaviour of the ult-i- 
mate 5t. rength of tubular joints is numerical methods. especially the finite elenient. 
method. The finite element. method has developed_rapidly durhig past thirty years 
and computer systerns are no%%, available to assist in this approach. 
1.3.2 Finite Element Method Ii i Tubular Joint 
In the late sixties, the finite element. method was a proven analysis technique 
that appeared to be ideally suited to die analysis of tubular joints because of its 
ability to easily niodel complex geometry, loadhig and boundary condition. At, that 
finie, flat elements were used to analyse tubular joints and a relatively fine niesh 
was required. To generate the model, a. large litllyl? ey. qf engineedi% inap liptirs was 
required. The problem was ovei-conic by Gresfe. (1970. )[as quoted I)y Cofer Oal. 
19901 when lie introduced a finite element tubularjoint analysis integrated with the 
autumat-ic inesh genera. tur. Futhermure, '-die fmiteelement. methud-became popular 
to detennine elastic stresses in t. it bular joints after A hinad et. al [19701 introduced 
curved shell elements. The research attention was then direCited townd validating .. 
the finite element method'and-during-the eighties tests parametric studies of the 
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stresses in joints were carried out [Burdekin 1987, Gibstein 19718/19S1,11offman 
1980, Irving 1982, Kuang 1975, Liaw 1976, Visser 1974)- 
As mentioned above, the analysis of tubular joints using the finite element 
method quickly became popular, but it. was applicable only to the linear elastic 
inudel. The development of the nonlinear finite element method and solution tech- 
niques procedure to pass the maximum point of ultimate load during eighties gave 
the possibility of analysing the tubular joints with a nonlinear model. Some work 
has been done to analyse simple joint, and loading [Baba 19S4, Cofer 1990, Ebecken 
1984, Lalani 1989, Irving 1982, Van Der Valk 19871 In these works, only a few sim- 
ple joint have been analysed. The detail of those work will be mentioned later in 
chapter 5 and chapter 6. In the present, Nvork, the iionlinear finite element method 
will be developed to analyse a ivide range of tubular joints. The numerical test. 
results Avill be compared with experimental results. 
1.4 Outline Scheme of the Study 
The analytical complexities of the problem, rather than lack of interest, have 
been responsible for the limited int'niber of ultin-late load study of tubular joint, 
particularly when dealing with complex tubular joints and loading conditions. The 
objectives of this thesis are therefore: 
Jo develop a nonlinear finite element program for general sliell analysis and 
combine it with autoniatic incremental loading and iterative solution strategies 
mich as the spherical arc length ine-thod to pass the point of the maximum load. 
. 
ro deN -elop a simple niesh generator for tubular joints and to analyse a wide 
rallge of fulallar joint's and compare Hie restilfs with experimental tests. 
In chapter two, the degencrate shell finite element method will be developed 
with bix degrees of freedom per node. This six degrees of freedom per node model 
has the special advantages when dealing Nvith the rotation of tubular joints loaded 
by iii-plane bending moment. 
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fit chapter threc, the shell finite clement will. be developed to include geometric 
and material nonlinearit. y. The complete updated Green strain increment will be 
used tu handle geometric noulinearity of die structure and N`oit Mises yield criterion 
will be used t. o account for material nonlinearikv 
In chapter four, the full Newton-Raplison solution technique procedure Nvill be 
adopted and combined with automatic incremental loading. To pass the illaximuin 
point., iterative solution strategies such as the spherical arc length method will be 
employed. 
After developing a simple niesh generator for a tubular joint (presented in 
appendix A)ý the nonlinear finite element prograin Nvill be employed to analyse 
tubular joints under axial loading conditions in chapter five and in chapter six 
the numerical reSLIUS of tubular joint-s under in-plane bending moment. will be 
compared Nvith experimental restilts. 
In chapter seven, conclusions and recomendations for future work are discussed. 
Particular emphasis is placed oil tho application of nonlinear finite element method 
to the analysis of complex tubular joints. - 
Chapter II 
Shell Finite Element 
2.1 Introduction 
The development of analysis procedures for shell structures represents one of 
the most challenging tasks of finite clement research. Over the last two decades 
much effort has been directed towards this task with varying degrees of success. 
Shell finite elements can be classified as 3-D continuum shells, classical shells and 
degenerated shells. The skeletal outline of this classification can be seen in Fig. 
9.9 [Kanock 19791 and is discussed briefly as follows. 
2.1.1 3-D Continuun-i Elements 
The 3-D cont-intitim element can be fornied by using die three dimensional 
field equation. This produces an element which ignores the usual assumptions of 
most shell problems and it can lead to various difficulties. For instance, along 
the edge corresponding to the shell thickness, three degree of freedoni pcýrliode 
will produce large stiffens coefficient,,; for relative (lisp la Cements. This present 
numerical problems and may lead to ill-condition equations when shell thickness 
become sniall compared with the other dimension in the elepient. Furthermore, 
economic consideration ussually curtail the usefulness of this element. The large 
number of nodes across ilie thickness is required to satisfy the aSSUII . lptioll that, 
the normals to the middle surface remain practically straight after deformation 
[Ziellkiewicz 19711. 
2.1.2 Classical Shell Elements 
The classical shell element is derived by reducing the 3-D field equation to a 
particular class of shell equation using analytical integration over the thickness 
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%vbile employing slit-11 assmilptimis. A common assumption is that tile rotation 
of tile cross section is simply tile slope of the shell. This is true only when the 
shell is relatively thin an(] its shear is negligible. As a result, normals to (lie 
reference surface remain normal. This is the Kirchoff-Love 113, pothesis and call be 
illustrated using a one dimensional beam as indicated in Fig. 2.1. This call lead 
to displacement eqiiations of equilibrium that are a coupled set of two second- 
order differential equations in-plane and a fourth-order differential equation in the 
transverse direction of the shell. Therefore, a shell element must be ba-sed on C, 
continuity an([ hence higher order interPolation functions are needed than for shell 
forillUlatiODS based oil the two other classifications. Nodal variables must include 
-it least three displacements ýand two derivatives of the transverse displacement. 
Tile inplane, membrane interpolation functions, are usually of lower order than the 
transverse, bending, functions. This call create gaps or overlaps between the edges 
of two nonplanar elements such as fold lines in shells. Many shell elements an(] shell 
theories also lack the presence of rigid body modes. although some are reported 
to perform satisfactorily for linear, infinitesimal displacement analysis [Thompson 
d"3 neuýral a. xis 
dx /I/ 
beam Section 
Figure 2.1 a. -- Bea ni. defornidtioti exclit(ling shear efrec. t. 
Shcll Flijitc Element -98 
111-13 
cc 
dx 
du: 3 neutral axis 
dx 
/ 
/ 
U3 beam section 
x 
Figure 2.11) : Beat,, (lefol-illati(),, including shear effect.. 
2.1.3 Degenerate Shell Element 
The degeneration concept directly discretizes the 3-D field equations in terms 
of the mid-surface nodal -variables. This procedure was originally introduced by 
Alimad ct al. [1970] for the linear analysis of moderately thick shells, -Tile cquilib- 
rium equatioil with independent rotational and displacement degrees of frecdom 
is elllplqjýved, ill which the three dimensional stress and strain are related to shell 
behaviour. This permits trajisverse shear deformation to be taken into account 
shice rotations are not. tied to the mid-surface slope. Tile equilibrium equation is a 
sccond order differeiltial equation, thei-cf6re, the clements require only a Co conti- 
nutis shape function. Two basic assumptions'are adopted in this process. Firstly, 
it is assumed that even for thick shells. normals to the middle surface remain prac- 
fically sh-aight, after deformation. Secondly. (lie strain energy, ýorrespolldiilg lo 
the stress perpendicular to the -middle surface is disregarded, -- i. e. - the stress com- 
ponent. normal to the sliell midsurface is Constrailled to be zero in the constitutive 
equzations. Tile degenerate shell element is adopted in the presentwork. 
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3-D CONTINUUM CLASSICAL SHELL DEGENERATED SHELL 
kinematic 
shell discretization 
as Sun t ion 
MID-SURFACE VARIABLES NODAL VARIABLES 3-DISPLACEMENT FIELD lik 
u (disp. 6 rotations/slopes) (disP. & rotations) 
kinematic compatibilityl kinematic compatibilityl kinematic coigatibility 
3-D STRAINS SHELL SECTION[AL STRAINS 3-D STRAINS 
Lu LU 'Ruk 
general 
a) plane-stress 
constitutive law plane-stress 
constitutive lav 
1, 
b) integretion over 
over thickness 11 
constitutive lav 
1 
3-D STRESSES SHELL-STRESS RESULUNTS 3-D STRESSES 
DLu D LU DBkvk 
iT ETdV (r CTdSe 
r 
a cTdV' 
, ir 
SPECIFIC STRAIN ENERGY 
I 
SPECIFIC STRAIN ENERGY 
I 
SPECIFIC STRAIN ENERGY 
(LU)T DLU (LUTD. LU). dS e 
_kdV. 
e 
discretization discretization 
U% NkUk U% NklJk 
ELEMENT STRAIN ENERGY ELEMENT STRAIN ENERGY ELEMENT STRAIN ENERGY 
(Ilk) T [AB&BRdVeluk (UkJT1f('kjTD1BkdSe1Uk (Uký[f(Bký%&'Iuý 
principal of principal of principal of 
stationary energy st'&tionary energy stationary energy 
EL04ENT STIFFNESS ELEMENT STIFFNESS ELEMENT STIFFNESS 
ft (By )7D1Bk dVe 'T Se DB d 
ft (BkýDBk dVe 
, k or 
Se 
-fz(BkýD1kdtd Note: fk denotes numerical integeratio n 
Figure 2.2.: QverNi. ew of shell element derix, ation 
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2.2 Degenerate Shell Element Formulation 
Since the degenerate shell element was introduced by Alimad, a large aniount 
of work has been done dealing with this shell. The Aliniad iniplernent. ion of the 
isoparamet. ric clernent. posseses five degree of freedom. these arc the three displace- 
ment-s and two rotations at, each nodal point. In t-his present work six degrees of 
frecdom are specified at cach nodal point, corresponding to its three displacements 
and diree rotations. The sixt. li ('drilling') degree of freedom, is somewhat artificial 
and is added for completeness using a suitable transformation. 
2.2.1 Coordinate Systern 
To formulate degeilerate curved shell elements, four different coordinate sys- 
tenis are employed. They are global coordinates, nodal coordinates, curvilinear 
coordinates and local coordinates (see fig. 2.3). They will now be described in 
turn. 
1. (flobal Coordinate 
The global coordinate is a, cartesiam coordinate system which is freely chosen 
and defines the struct. ure in space. Fig. 2.3 depicts this system and the notation 
is used as follows; 
Xi denotes the base vector of each axes 
Ili denotes the displacement direction 
(I i are the angles of rotation for each axis 
where i=1,2,3 
Curvilinear Coordinate 
Here, the curvilinear tordinate C. q is on n-ýid-surfaceofAhe shell element-, and -- 
is a linear coordinate in the thickness direction (see Fig. 2.3). The element is 
bounded býy planes having constant ý, zj and ( values of -1 and +1. Where ý is 
assumed approximately perpendicular to tile mid-surface of tile element. E(I. (2-9) 
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defines the relation between the ctirvilinear coordinate and the global coordinates 
S. N. Sicill. 
I Nodal Coordinate 
Fig. 2.3 depicts nodal coordinates and variables 1'ýtk used at each nodal point 
k. The vedor Vr . 3k 
iS tile 1101-111al thiCklICSS vector at nodal point k and can be 
constructed usiiig the following procedure. 
1 '3 k : -- 
f1k X1 
where I is the shell t. hickness at. node A- and'Ahe unit, vector 1-'3k Can be obtained as 
13k Xt 1--3k 
1ý1 xf 
(2.2) 
3k 
3k is the normal to the mid surface and is defined as follows 
X Xi, 11 (2.3) 
where ax, 
a. r-) 
ax, 
Uq 
axý xilli Uq 
. 9-a 
all - 
To dCfiIIC the other I'CCtOI'0'Ik: 1'72k), someassumptions must be introduced. There 
is 110 unique way to define the directions . of vectors 
Vik and 1,24.. Here, two metho(Is 
will be adopted. First, it is assumed that vector 1'72k is parallel to the. . 1,. -)x. 3 plalie 
and perpendicular to 1 3k This inij)lies that 
v'X 
,k0 
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ci 
X3, 
V3 IP, 
V2 lk, 
OC 
; \Vlk 
nodal coordinate system 
at node k 
surface constant surface q= constant 
local coordinate system 
Figure 2.3 : Coordinate vstems 
k 
1.. f z 'y 2k ý -1"3k 
if 1,73k is parallel to the rl direction, this gives 
. -Y 
vy 
2k 3k 
(2.4(t) 
(2.4b) 
Stiperscripts r. . 1. , U, z 
denote project. imi t. o, t. lie global coordinates xj, x, -),. -3. 
Th( 
second assumption is that, the normal vector V3k is orthogonal to the tangent, 
A-I. 
global coordinate systeyh 
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vector of q axes al flie centre of elenient,, this gives 
alld tile 1111it VeCtOr V21- iS 
"2 k ---: 
11 31. X Xi. 11(0,0) (2.5a) 
f'71 
k : --- 
*ri.,, (O, O) 
- (2.5b) ll": )k X Xiiij(0,0) I 
The direction of the vector I"lk can iio%v be obtained froin the cross product of 
vector Iýlk and I'3k, as 
V-lk 
-:::: 
1'72k X V3k 
and the unit vector Ilk iS 
(2.6a) 
k _1/ 
4- X 1r3 k (2.6b) 
11. ý-Pk X 1'3kj 
The direction cosine 0 which relates the transformations between the nodal and 
global coordinate system is defined by, 
[0k] [['? Iki 
fr2k- f, ýkl (2.7 
or 
rx 
tod 1Y 
lix 
3 
where f7i, fý,, and f'3 are unit v, 
tively. 
? Ctor, 
f'2-. 
7ý0. ". 1. 
. . 
031 
3 
in the directi, 
P12. PI4 
q22.0"13 (2.7('0 
032 033- 
ml of I I", and V 3 axes respec- 
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4. Local Coordinate 
The local coordinate is the carfesian coordinate syst. em defined at, Gauss sam- 
pling points where the stress and strain are to be calculated. Fig. 2.3 depicts this 
system and the notation used is ; r'j. x!!, x'3. The local coordinate system can be 2 
obtained by interpolating the nodal coordinate as; 
(2.8a) 
k=l 
As usual, (lie tutit vector can be defined as follows 
Xý 
14 1 
(2.8b) 
E(I. (2.81)) defines direction cosines which gives the transformation between local 
coordinates alld global coordinate. Eq. (2.81)) call be written as; 
ly vz - Ix I, I Y) 11 ýý12 (P] 3 
ly 
: V, 222 V21 V22 S-ý23 (2.8c) 
ly 
. 'TIZ .T Iýx ýT ,- -333 
"132 V33 
-'P31 r 
The local coordinates can also be defined in a similar way as the nodal coordinate 
systen-i, but the 6 and ij value are measured with reference to the Causs sampling 
points. 
2.2.2 Geon-ietry and Displacement Field 
A general sliell element, with a total of n nodes oii die inidsurface, caii be de- 
fine(l by curvilinear coordiiiat. es. Geometric iiiterpretation is given in Fig.. 2.3. aii(l 
Fig. 2.4, which feature a non dimemional thickness coordinate. As the thickness 
of the sliell element is defined in t lie direction. of. (, t lie normal to the illid surface, 
the position of any point in - the element can be defined -as Tollows; 
Ek=l IYL-(-I'ik + 
901"30 
(2.9) 
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where 
the coordinate of t. lie midsurface at node k 
t= thickiless 
total number of nodes per element 
V3 k the unit normal vector at node A- 
The quadratic serendipity interpolation functions Nk are CO continuous, taking 
a. value of unit. 3- at, node k and zero at. all other nodes and are given [Zienkipwicz 
19771 by 
Corner liodes 
J, 
Vk 
4V+ 
M)(l + 1111k)(M + 1111k 
inid,, ide nodes 
*')(1 + Illik) 9 
Ilk -P+ M-) (1 _ 112) ý 0, 
Where. 4 and Ilk are the ý and il coordinate of the 1-th node yespectively. This 
interpolation function is implemented in this present study. 
Taking into consideration the shell assumption that, nornials to the middle 
sin-face remain PracticallY straight after deformation even for thick shells, the dis- 
placement. field can be described by six degrees of freedoin; three displacements at 
mid surface and three rotýtions. The element displaceinent field can be expressed 
bv 
11 AkI Ilik + Irk. 
11"Ilere Ilik is the nodal displace"ellf, N'ec"Or oil t'lle 111i&surfa", ý_Illd O'k" i,, tile 
relative nodal displacement vector produce by a norma. 1 rotation at, iiode k (see 
Fig. 2.4). The vector Uk.,, is to. beexpressed in ternis of two rotafion vector. inplane 
and drilling rotation vectors, - aik? -- Considering Fig. 2.4 about each of-global axes. 
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the nodal displacements produced by normal rotations are 
mdef ormed 
nomal at node k 
- 0. ) 
1- 
defonoed position 
of the Rol-Mal 
X31 . -- 'Llik 
lvltk 
8u2k 
V2k 
81k 
St 
--I 
Figure 2.4 : Displacements of a point on the nornial at node k 
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(2.12) 
V2 
k 
rf 
(X2k 
: 
_Vlk 
alk 
For infinitesinial rotations, the usual transformation fron-i 6ik to LTL., and ak to aiki 
in view of e(l. (2.12) leads to 
M) ik 
ok 0 33 
_ok k 33 0 
01. -01 23 13 
(al, ,a 
-ilk `13 
0 k- 3 
(2.13a) 
where Oij are defined in e(l. (2.7a. ). On substituting eq. (2.13a) into C(I. (2.1 1) we 
obtain the expression for the displacement vector at any poi nOn the shell element 
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in ternis of tiodal variables. 
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if Ik 
1: Ndllsk + -, )(14) Oikl 
k=1 
2.2.3 Strain Displacement Relationship 
In order to deal more easily with die shell assumption of zero normal stress 
in flie x3 direction (o, ý = 0), the strain component should be defined in terms of 
tile local coordinate system. At any point in the shell element, the local strain 
components are 
OX!, 
Ixfx/ 
e33 I 
c9r, 3 
a, " C xI X', 
,+ 
ax", 49r, 
f X%X3 
a a (I: ', + C, 
X3, Ox" 
L -i 
L 
3; r', 
aI 
+ J 
(9 X, ax , 3 
where it' , it' and it' are 
displacement comp 123 onents in the local coordinate system. 
Using the inatrix transformation eq. (2.8c), tile local derivatives call be obtained 
as follows; 
a, - - all, au, allý, - Ox Ox Ox 1 Orl 8XI OXI 
. 911, T 
-ý! u 
2-t-11- 01,13 
= Ip ax,, ax" ax, 2 
a(IL a 112 au -- --a ýO (2.16) OX2 IDX2 aX2 
0 t! i 0111, L9 1! 11 . 9ul . 9ug .9u .I 
a Z3, a X'3 a X, 3 - 
OX3 OX3 Or3 
The displacement derivatives corresponding to the global coordinate may be ob- 
tained numerically through die Jacobian inatrix transformation. 
atil 
OXI 19X 1 OXI i), c I 
I)a L, -I. I -ý -1, a -a--U-l 
21-, - -(, 9-uLa (2.17) 8X2 OX2 ax 2 all all '911. 
-911L 2-11- a 11 .3 aul au- all., - OX3 01-3 02-3 - - Oc ac 0( - 
The Jacobian matrix J contains the derivative. of xi. witli respect to the. curvilillear 
coordinates ý, i1i (. Using c(l. (2.19), llic: Jacobjan- niat. rix-. can--be obtained as; 
OXL 
ac 
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The geometric and displacement derivatives with respect to curvilinear coordinates 
can be expressed as; 
it I-' 
1: Nk-. ý{Xik + -, )(11 1 3k) 
k=l 
, 'ý"Oj 
I Xik +3k 
k=l 
N4.11,3k (2.19a) 
and 
ui. XL. {L1jA. + (1)LQik) 
11 1 
(1 qýko 1: Ilik + ik) 
k=J 
it I 
E 7)14ýkOik (19b) 
k=1 
the symbol (. ),, defines derivative with respect to the variable *. The Jacobian 
matrix eq. (2.18) can be written as 
J =Jo +(R (2.20) 
where P is the Jacobian associated with the midsurface of the shell and R is a 
matrix describing the curvature of the mid surface. R is given by 
Ark-, ý 1 V3 k 
AT k-, tl t 
Výk 
0 
In order to obtain the Jacobiain inatrix. -J. some ivorbýrs [ Aliniad 1970. hanock 
1979, Parisch 1981, Thompson 1989, Zienkicivicz 1971.7et; c]-t. akel. liecoiistaiit- value 
0. This is the usual assumption ifiade when 6silig explicit. integrat ion and is 
embodied in Love's first approximation in classical shell theory. However with 
Such a silliplificatioll, the resultilig linear and nonlinear curvature expressions do 
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not. in general sat-isýy rigid bodY rotation requirements. Ilence the standard form 
of explicit integration (( = 0) is inadequate for linear shell analysis [Milford 1986]. 
Considering the effect, of ( in explicit integration. Belytschko [1989], Crisfield 
[19861 and Alifford [1986] use an approximation to obtain the inverse of theJacoban 
matrix. The result, is that Miere is no straining under rigid body rot-ations[Milford 
19861. In this present, work, the efrect of ( is considered by implicit integration. 
Implicit integration can be adopted in layered shell analysis and this is presented 
later in section 2.3. Layer analysis is necessary to take account of the variation 
of stress through the t. hickness of the shell when it, is used to analyse material 
nonlinearity. 
I 
Using the inverse of the Jacobian matrix tile displacement derivative call be 
written as 
where 
Ott i 11 (2.22(t) Z tOiktlik + Oik(I)kOkl 
k=I 
()jk :" Ij, I ! yVC + lj. 2Nk, ij 
(2.22b) 
and 
Oj k : ---- 
1 
t(Ojk + Ii. 3NO (2,22c) 
2 
and the JIj. jj are the component of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix givei) by 
- Ill 112 113- 
121 122 123 (2.23) 
-131 
1.3 2 1-33- 
By using e(l. (2.22) the strain displacement mattix B of a sliell dement can be 
const, ructed. The details of the displacement derivative of eq. (2.22) will be pre- 
sented in sect ion(2.2.5). The rows in the matrix correspond to all six global strain 
components defined by the global vector je IT given by 
le IT = 
(CX 
IXII CX2X21 'ýX3r3i Cx I X2, eX2XV f-T3X31 (2.24) 
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IT to til I, o a, The strain niatrix B relates the global strain vector le e 
Ill. ()]T sllcll t1lat 
f? 
le IT = 1: Bk Uk- (2.25) 
k=l 
As an alternative, Ave can employ the local strain as indicated by e([. (2.16) and 
e(l. (2.15). The relation between local strain le' )T and the nodal variables IS =- 
Iv. oll' can be expressed as 
fe i)T B'Ifk. (2.26) k 
k=l 
where 13' is the local strain displacement matrix. 
2.2.4 Stress-Strain Relationship 
The stress-strain relationship in local coordinate system can be written in 
Censor notation as follows 
=cl 
I olij. ijkleki (2.27) 
where u, ýj and e'k, are the stress and strain tensors and C; Jkl is the tensor elastic 
constant. For an isotropic material., this has the explicit form [Bathe 1982, Chen 
1988] 
cf ': Abijbkl + 116ikbjl + libilbil 'ijkl -- (2.28) 
where A and p are the Lam6 constants and (Sij is the Kronecker delta defined by 
if =j 
if 54 j 
Tfie stress-st-rain eq. (2.27). can be represented in inatrix form as 
Orr = Clel 
where 
f('Ti)T 
= 1. tll, 
(, 'l 
-, 1 
(T 
1 
()r 
111 
.rX. )x- X3X31 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
v 
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aild e, is I'lle local straill as indicated by eq. (2.15). To satisýv Che shell a-s-stimplion 
that the normal stress is zero. t-he constitutive equation must, be modified. The 
f hird row in C' . must. be zero so If=0 and column diree is zero to decouple ' -11a(- 
(72-373 
all stress from elx3X3* The elastic coustant, (" can be written in the following form. 
0000 
10000 
[C, j E 
1/2 
010v00 
00 
0 2k 
I-V 
2k 
where E and if are Young's modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio respectivel3. 
ka is shear correction factor which is usually to be taken 1.2 [Ahmad 1970). This 
is because the true distribution of shear stress across the thickness of the sliell is 
parabolic, rather than constant. 
In ordcr to obtain the appropriate constitutive equation for the global coor- 
dinate, the telisor transformation T niust. be applied which relates the stress and 
strain between global and local systems. 
Jul = [T) Jo, ') (2.32) 
and 
je') = [T]T je) (2.33) ý 
-Stibtituting eq. (2.33) into eq. (2.29) and subtituting the result into eq. (2.32), Nye 
will obtain the transformation of the tensor elastic constant. 
tat I= [C"] [TjTl e) 
jul = [TJ [C, ] [TjT fel (2. -3 5) 
[T) Ic. /I [T] T (2.36) 
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Theelements of Tare obtaiiied from t lie direct ion cosines of the local axis measured 
in global coordinate axes and is gi%*(? ii by [Bathe 1982). 
2 iý121 '2 S:, II ly: ý21 ýý21 V31 V31 VI I 
W12 'P 121 IP22 '1'122 ý032 V32 ýO 12 
Tj S: 
13 llýý-53 ýý53 ý: 13ýý23 V23Y733 iýý33ýnM 
2, pl 1 ý-, 12 2 lrý'-' VP 22 2ý031932 'Y: '] 1 ý72 2+ 'P 11 ý021 'P21ý; 32 + Sýý22ý031 V, 31PI2 + Sý732ýnll 
2ýý12;: 13 2i: 22ý723 2ýý32ýý33 ý: 127: 23 + i: 13V22 ýý22v: 23 + i: ý23ýý32 V32PI3 + Jý33i: l:! 
2,,: -13 ý-, II 2'ý723SO211 2ýp33ýý; 31 lt: 13ý: '21 + VI 1 ý0'13 'P'213'ý; 31 + V21 V33 V33SO 11 + IR31,1713 
(2.37) 
where ýýij is d efined in equation (2.8c). 
2.2.5 Derivation of Element Stiffness 
As usual. the standard form of denient stiffness niat. rix can be written as 
follows [Zieiikiewicz 1977). 
K BTCBdl, ' (2-38) 
Sulistituting eq. (3.36) into e(l. (3.38). yields 
K B7'TCT T B(117 
K BITCB'(111' (2.39) 
If we use equation (2.38) we do not need to transfer the global strain derivatives 
iWo local strain derivatives (see eq. (2.16)). Equation (2.38) has satisfied the as- 
stimptions of shell analysis. On the other hand b3r using eq. (2.39) we do not need 
to transfer the elastic constants froin local to global coordinate SYStC111S. Both 
e(1(2.38) and (2.39) must give the same result and can be expressed in the cttr%7i- 
linear coordinate systern as; 
KB T(, BIJI dýdijd( 
or 
KB tT C'B'IJI dýdijd( (2.41) 
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0 Contribution of displacement derivative 
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2.3 Numerical hitegeration 
In the sliell plane (surface C= 0) t lie normal (ftill) integration rule consists of 
III X 171 Gauss point where III is tile number of nodes along each element side. How- 
dicaj ever, when degenerate shell elpments are fully integerated, they exhibit, -- and 
membrane locking in the thin shell limit and this can affect the majority of appli- 
cations. This shear locking was first identified in tile late sixties [Zienkiewicz 1971]. 
Zienkiewicz retained the transverse shear energy but used a reductioll in illtegraý 
tion in order to evaluate it, for quadratic and cubic isoparametric and serendipity 
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elements. For the lower order elements. reduced integration appears to be ab- 
solutely essential for good behaviour in thin shell applications; for higher order 
elements signific-ants improvements in accuracy are attained with reduced integra- 
tion. However. reduced integration often suffers from the drawback that it may 
lead to the occurance of non zero energy deformation mode, in addition to rigid 
modes. Therefore the assembled stiffness matrix for a. system of underintegrated 
elements may be singular [Thompson 1989]. Whether or not tile assembled stiff- 
ness matrix is singular depends on the boundary conditions [Cook 1981]. As a 
natural extension, selective integration can be adopted to eliminate locking [Ilin- 
ton 1984, Iluang 19861. Other methods to eliminate locking have been proposed 
by Stolarski [19821 and Belytscliko [198.5] and are based on some form of stress (or 
strain) projection. 
In the through thickness direction, where a linear variation of strain is as- 
sunied, two G'auss points are sufficient. to capture the ])ending beha-viour in linear 
material problems [Hint. on 19841. High order Gaussian quadrature has been sug- 
.C gested for nonlinear material problem 1)3 ormeau[197S]. Burgoyne and Crisfield 
11990] have tested the overall performance of the numerical procedures that. relate 
to the integration of stresses through the thickness of plates and shells when there 
are di scontinui ties in stress. The conclusion is that Gauss integration should be 
used, if integration is always required over the same range, and that as bigh all 
order formula. as possible should be tised rather than making repeated use of shn- 
pler formulas. However, simple all(] geiieral procedures to discretize all(] integrate 
through the thickness are adopted in the so-called 'layer model', shown ill Figure 
9.5. 
For through shell thickness integration with ý and )? kept constant. the stiffiiess 
matrix can be written as follows : 
(2.42) 
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+t/2 
n=3 zt 
n=2 t 
n=l 
ý-t/2 
Figure 2.15 : La. vered model 
Using n layers (see Fig. 2.5), in tbis case 3 layers, e(l. (2.42) can be written as 
+ 4-(()(1( + k(()d( (2.43) 
b 
If Ri is the abscissca. of a Gauss sampling point and 11't is the weight for the interval 
-1 to +1, the corresponding abscissca of the Gauss sampling point, ri, and weight 
zvi for the interval a to b in the second layer are [Bathe 1982] 
(I +bIba- Ri (2.44) 
alid 
Ivi 
bax 
IT (2.45) 
1) 
Two point Causs integration for each layer is adopted in present work. Using the 
above formulation, arbitrary numbers of layers can be dealt with. This process 
of integration in the thickness direction is computationally more expensive, but 
is niore appropriate for variable thickness problems in wl-iich the variation of the 
local systern of axes, and the variation of the -Jacobian matrix througli the sliell 
thickness must be taken into acco. unt as wa,., discussed in section 2.2-3. 
2.4 Torsional Effect 
The local stiffiless corresponding to the drilling rotation is a common problem 
of the shell or plate which emplo. ys six degrees of freedom per node. This problem 
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call be seell whell a. facel. shell elvincid, is uwd to approximate a cin-ved sm-face 
JKLanock 1979). Here the convergence is spoiled by the weakly restrained torsional 
1110de after tile Inesh reaches some state of refincineut. The reason is t-hat. t-he 
. resistance to the torsional rotation at. node k comes directly frorn the coupling of 
tho ol- nonplanar elements surrounding node k and when the finite element mesh 
is reflued the angles of the kinks between these elments tend towards 2, -r and the 
coupling effect is reduced. This weak coupling only generates a, minute aniount 
of st, iffness for tile torsional rotation. Therefore, any slight. distUrbance in the 
generalized load corresponding to this degree of freedom call aniplilýv the torsional 
Illude by all unrealistic ailloulit.. which aflects the global solution. 
In a degenerated shell, the rotation of the norinal and inidsurface displacement 
field are independent. The idea thej) is to derive ail additional Constraint between 
the torsional rotation of the normal (131 and the rotation of the midsurface.. 2 Ox, 
2a 111). which is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. OJ2 
It can be seen from Fig. 2.6a, that the deviation of associated rotation. 
from mid-surface slope, 
a' ), is governed b, v the transverse shear strain energy. arl 
This relation is given in eq. (2.46a). Similarly. the deviation of the torsional rotation 
of the normal from that of the midsurface (see Fig. 2.6b), is assumed to have 
governing strain energy 11%. -anol, 1979) given in equation 2.461). 
, Tj = kjG1 
j[o3 
II. I (2.46b) 10"2 - 
0"' 
1]2dit 
2 ax'] a".! 2 
ki is a parameter such that k-, (, 'f is Jarge relative to (lie factor E13 Which appears in 
the bending strain energy. Equation 2.161) will play the role of a penalty fmiction 
and results iii the desired constraint. 
01.3 =1- 
attl] 
(2.47) 
2 C9ý1.! 2 
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L3 )2CtA 
2 3XJ (2.46a) 
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Figure 2.6 : Penalty function for transverse shear and torsion 
a( the Gauss point. 
The component of the penalty function can be expressed in the ternis of the 
global strain derivatives as : 
01l! 
' 
33 
all, 
33 
1: E 111?. X,. (2-49) O. V2, 
??? =I P=I 
I Ck 3k 
[013 02 3 0331101.1 
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I L13 ý Nkklckkl (2.50) 
For n nodes in a sliell element. and using eq. (2.48) to eq. (2-49) the strains produced 
from the derivation of the torsional rotation from the rotation of the mid surface 
may be given by - 
11 3 
C13 
2 k=l m=1 
[(Dkieillikl + Oktii'I)k(Okll + jVL-fk 
Tfokl, 
(2.51) 
If we look at. eq. (2.46a) and eq. (2.461)), the two penalty factors k, and k, should 
be of the same order of magnitude. Kanok[1979] employed a value of k, = 10 in 
his faceted shell element and indicated that the converged solution is inseiisiti%ýe 
to ki, as long as k-t is large enough (> 0.1) to sufficiently restrain the troublesome 
torsional inodes. Thompson [19891 has studied the effect of kt. in this degenerated 
curved shell element and lie found tbat peiialty function for the inplane rotation 
performed satisfactorily using k, = 10. 
A popular approach in the shell formulation using six global degree of freedom 
per node is to incorporate a fictitious torsional spring. This niay be added either 
locally at, the element. level or in some pseudo-normal direction defined at. each 
node [Bathe 19811. It has been suggested that the stiffness corresponding to this 
in-plane rotation should be set equal to 10-4 tinies the smallest bending stiffness 
of Clie element [Kardestuncer 1987]. which is implemented in this preseiit. work. 
2.5 Numerical Examples 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the numerical performance of the 
element compared with other workers results or analytic solution. A good shell 
element inust have the ability to handle inextensional beading mode deformation, 
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Invillbralle stales of strain and rigid body motion without strain. Presented ill this 
sectimi are the analyses of five test. problems, which are outlined below. 
Example 1. Pinched Cylinder 
The first problem is a pinclied cylinder witli rigid diapliragms at the (Nvo ends 
ill Fig. 2.7. This problem is very popular for testing a shell element and exhibits 
hV0 main features ill I-el-IIIS of deformation beliaxiotir of struchire. s. Tliese. are in 
extensional bending and membrane response around the point load. Structural 
symmetry is exploited and only one eighth of the shell is n-iodelled. 
z 
R=4.935 inches 
L= 10.35 inches 
E= jO. 5 106 a/in2 
T=0.094 inches 
t=0.01549 inches 
p- 100 lb (for T) 
p-0.1 lb (for U 
y-0.3125 
I 
Figure 2.7 : The pinched cylinder test problem 
This problem also denionst-nites I-lie. ziccuracy and convergence of the shell 
by inemis of vzirious meslics. Thick ind fairly diiii shells are. -employed in chis 
prublem. Titbles 2.1a-I-) and Fig. 2.8a-1) show the nurnialized vallies Nvich respect. 
to the analyfic Solution. It. Shows that the present sliell element performs very Nvell 
compared to other elements fomid in die literaftire. 
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NxN 
Figure 2.8a :A comparison of convergence of pinclied cylinder 
ivit. 1i thick shell. t. =0.094 
v 
T=0.094 inclies: deflcclion al. load 1)oiitt. = 0.1139 inches, [Catifin, 1970] 
0123456789 10 
sliell Fillite riellient -) 
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0 0.85 z 
0.8 
NxN 
Figure 2.81) :A comparison of convergence of pinched cylinder 
With thill shell. t=0.01548 
0.01548 iticlies: deflection at load puitit= 0.0241 inches [AsliNvell 1972] 
10 
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iiier, li Asll%vcll Belý-tsclilýc Thonipson Cook Seiiiiloof Present 
(1972) (198-1) (1989) (1981) (Urin 1991) code 
1x1 0.913 - 0.86 0.8,28 - 0.917 
'2 x2 0.968 0.87 0.91 0.972 0.912 0.971 
4x4 0.991 0.9-56 0.93 0.99 0.983 0.992 
,ýx8 0.998 0.951 0.99 1.009 0.998 
Table 2.1 - Normalized deflection of pinclied cylinder with thick shell 
inesh Ashwell Be]N? tscllkc Tliompsoii Cook Semiloof Present 
(1972) (1984) (1989) (1981) (tlrni 1.991) code 
Ix1 0.946 1.072 0.90 0.831 0.912 
2x2 0.989 0.9-36 1.028 0.869 1.016 
4x4 0.993 - 0.9115 - 0.958 1.015 
8x8 1.0 1.0 0.961 1.032 0.993 1.015 
Table 2.2 - Normalized deflection of pinclied cylinder with thin shell 
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Example 2. Cylindrical Roof 
As proposed by NbcNeal [1985], the cylindrical roof is used to demonstrate 
the performance of (lie sliell. This problem is often referred to as tile Scordelis- 
Lo cylindrical roof. The cylindrical roof is subjected to a. gravity load and has 
prescribed rigid diapligranis A the two ends (see Fig. 2.9). Both ineillbrane aild 
bending response are equally essential in this problem. Various meshes are used 
tu demonstrate the accuracy and couvergence of shell element. Fig. 2.10a and 
Fig. 2.10b show the vertical deflection at the middle of the shell and the axial 
deflection at the support. The convergence rate is fairly rapid as the mesh dengity 
is increased. In fact,, the solution of the one shell element model is already close 
to Che alialytic Solution. 
z, w 
y, v 
3 in 
r=25 ft 
40 
supported by 
rigid diaphracpn\ 
U=O, W=O 
,I 
-- --Ak X) u 
free edg 
t3 in 
E3x 
v0 
g 0.0! 
25 ft 
400 
Figure 2.9 Cylindrical roof test problem 
-- 
free'edge 
E3x 103k/in2 
v0 
g 0.09 WR2 
ft 
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Figure 2.10a : Vertical deflectiun at n6dle of the -, Nliell of 
Cylindrical roof test problem 
Shvil Pinite Element 
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Figure 2.101) : Axial deflect. ion at the support of 
cylindrical roof test problem 
Exan-iple 3. A spherical Cap 
Fig. 2.11 shows the geometry and the meshes used for a spherical Cal) sitb- 
jected to a uniform external pressure. This is a good example for denlonst rating 
the elements ability in representing doubly curved deep shell action, with an in- 
extensional bending mode Avitli almost no membrane strain. On the whole the 
results for the radial deflection along the arch of the cap, as shown Fig. 2.12, are 
in satisfactory agreement with the exact solution [Zienkiwiecz 1989] Avitli sucli a 
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p. 284 0 
56.3 
I 
E -106 
-0.2 
thickness 2.36 
(b) 
Figure 2.11 : Geometry and nieslies of spherical cap test problem 
c 
0 
angle 
Figure 2.12 : Radial displacement on a spherical cap under uniform pressure 
coarse inesh. 
05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ell Pinite Element 
Example 4. Hemispherical Shell 
As proposed by NlacNeal [19851, hemispherical shell under a point load oil tile 
(1yadrant is analysed. Fig. 2.13 slioAvs the detailed geometry. B31 syninietry, only 
one eighth of the sphere was modelled by various refined meshes. This is also 
a good example for demonstrating the element's ability in representing doubly 
curved deep shell action, an inextensional bending mode with almost no strains 
and rigid body rotation. Fig. 2.14 shows the convergence curves for normalized 
displacement in the direction of applied load against N, where N is the number of 
elements along oiie edge. As the number of elements increased, reasollable results 
were obtained by the present analysis. 
1 
180 radius = 10 
thickness - 0.04 
E=6.825 
free - 0.3 
\ 
ymmetric Sy- 
VI, 
W)------------------- as 91 
(on quadrant) 
F=1.0 
(on quadrant) 
Figure 2.13 : One eighth of a- licnii-splierical shell 
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Figure 2.14 : The convergence curve of normalized displacement of 
hemispherical shell 
Example 5. Cantilever Cylindrical Beam 
A cantilever cylinder beam under tip loading was ana, 13-sed. Fig. 2.15 shows 
the geometry of the cylinder beam. The purpose of this example is to demonstrate 
the abilty of shell element Nvith respect to rigid body rotation by using implicit 
thickness integration in the Jacobian matrix as discussed in section 2.2.3. Different. 
material properties are applied at the tip of the cylinder beam. Fig. 2.16 shows 0 
that straining under rigid body rotations strain occurred for the shell elenient. 
without thickness integration when different material properties are applied oil 
the tip of the beam. 
012345678 
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Figure 2.15 :A cantilever cN*Iinder beam 
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Figure 2.16 :A cantilever cylinder beani deflection 
2.6 S uminary 
Several benchmark tests have been employed in the present shell elellient. for- 
mulation and results show that the sliell clement Performs resonable well. The 
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formulation of local and nodal coordinates has the advantage that the present 
formulation does not require the upper and bottom surface coordinates. This ad- 
vantage leads to the simpler coding of the niesh generator. Six degree of freedom 
is advantageous when used to analyse folded shell structures. 
The layer int. gration througli the thickness of the elenient, avoids the restrain 
of rigid body rotation and takes into account variation of the stress which are 
important in the analysis of the inaterial nonlinerity. However, the laver analysis 
requires large CPU time. 
Chapter III 
Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analysis of Shell 
Finite Element 
3.1 General Formulation of Nonlinear Finite Element 
If a problem is geometrically nonlinear this implies that. tile displacenielits are 
so large that small displa. ceinent theory is no longer valid, while niaterial nonlin- 
varity means that. the material belia. viour is no longer limited to t, lie elastic region 
[VN1ashizu 1985). Tile formulation of geometrically nonlinear and materially non- 
liticar problems may use ,, mail strain or large strain. In the case of large strain 
analysis, special relationship between stress and strain have to be introduced 
[Crisfield 1991, Zienkiewicz 1991]. Moreover t lie definitions of stress and strain are 
no longer unique. To fornitilafe a. nonlinear problem, incremental theories must. be 
be employed. Various formulations have been used in practice, for example the Eu- 
lerian formulation, the Lagrangian. formulation and tile corotatiolial formulation, 
and some results have been obtained for nonlinear analysis invoking large displace- 
nient and large strain Batlie[19801, Crisfield[19911, Hibbit(19701, Zielikiewicz[19911. 
Here, the total Lagrangian and tile update Lagrangian formulation will be adopted, 
and Nye now define them. 
The total Lagrangian formulation is also referred to as the Lagrailgiall for- 
nitilation. In this solution sclierne all stafic and kinernatic variables are referred 
to (lie initial configuration. The updated Lagrangian formulation is based on (lie 0 
sanie procedures that. are used in týot-al Lagrangian formulation, btit. in flie solution 
all static and kinematic variables are referred to the configuration at the previous 
Sta t. e, si at-e t, and as t-he name Sliggest-s, flie configtira-t-ion is regularly updaled. To 
formulate the total and updated Lagrangian. the Green and updated Green strain 
increment tensors nitist. be employed. 
(I'voinot rica liv and materialiv nonlincai 
3.1.1 Green and Updated Green Strain Increment 
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The loading patli of a solld body problein caii be al)proxiiiiated by linearization 
into a miniber of e(julibrittin stat-es ()Q, 1Q. '+"tQ, 219, where ')Q aiid 2'Q are the 
nutial and the final state,, of deformation and the other states are arbitrary inter- 
niediate states. Here, tile aiialysis of tile body motion is referred to a statioiiary 
cartesian coordiiiate system as displayed iii Fig. 3.1. To develop a solution strat- 
egy, it. is assunied that thesolution for stresses, strains aii(I displaceiiieiits, together 
with the loading history have been obtained tip to the previous equilibrium state 
1Q. Then the soltitiou processes for the next. step require the equilibrium positioii 
corresponding to '+"'Q. This process call be approaclied by tisilig the stress and 
strain result at 'Q, and the process is repeated until the complete final solution 
path has been obtained. 
To formulate the incrementat strain, we shall refer to Fig. 3.1. Tile coordinates 
of point 'P in tile body at Rtat. e 0 are Oxi. 0-x--), Ox3 and al state t the coordinates 
of Point 'P are 'xj, 'X2. 'x, 3 and at state t+ At tile coordinates of point '+"'P 
are 1 +211 X1 71+ L)k 
1 X21 I+AI x. 3. The left superscript denotes tile configuration of the 
body. The displacement at the state t is denoted by tui and the displacement at 
state i+ At is denoted bý I+Afui or the incremental displacement from state IQ 
to state '+"tQ is denoted by ýuj. NI'liere i=1,2.3. 
Using the notation of Fig. 3.1, the vector position of point OP, 'P, and f+A'P 
in cartesian coordinates can be written as follows: 
= 
1 1* ==0r+U= (Oxi +I Ili) vi 
1+, Xtl. = f+Af; l. il, i =0r+U AU 
I+Al 
I, =IXiA Ili Vi = (011-i + 'Ili +Alliki 
U'llCrC I Vli V-21 1'3) is the base vector of the cart esian coordinate system. 
G'Coll let ricaliv and Illatcrialh. 110111ilical 
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vIX, 
Figure 3.1 : The equilibrium of moving body. 
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During the motion of the body, the Green strain tensor at state 'Q can be 
written as follows: 
2Eij = 'r. i - l)-, j - or, i - or. j 
2Eij = Ilij + 'lli, i + '114-. illk-j* (3.2) 
and at. state the C-h-een strain tensor can be written as follows: 
2(Eij + c-ij) = 
'+"ýlrj - '+"li,. j - 
or. i - or. j (3.3) 
Nyliere (*). i = On substituting eq. (3.2) into eq. (3.3), the straill increment Zij ouxj 
can be written as: 
21-ij 
9Cii ý-- (6kj + Zlkj), "ýIlk, i + Oki + llk, i), 'ýýIlkj + ýýUk, ilýýItkj 
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dilk Ollk )Ilk. ' 11L. Ilk + (3.4) 2eij = (6kj ++ Oki + 00.1-j doxi d"xi 01). rj auxi auxl 
eij is called the Green strain increill(. -jit. tensor. If 10 is taken as an initial straill 
hicrement. tensor, auotlier definition of strain increment may be adopted. Denoting 
the strain increment. by ei*., Nve nia write it as: I Ij 
2Eý- = 
7- 
- 
i)'+"'1- 
- 
0,1. 
- 
O'r 
tj i)la-i Olxj i)ixi ol. rj 
2,: F 
OA71i 
+ 
2A, 11i + 
ýAllk OAllk 
(3.5) 
tj ala. j OIXi ala-i Olxj 
Thest rain increment lci*- is called the updated Green strain increment tensur. Using Ij 
the Jacobian transformation laws, the relation between Eij and eý- can be expressed Ij 
as follows. 
OIXIII 01-1'n 
-* 0ý III It xj 
(3-6) 
If : -ij and c-i*. are linearized with respect to Ilk, eq. (3.4) and eq. (3.5) may be written ij 
as follows: 
2cij I-- (6ki + llkj), ýIllk, i + Oki + Zlk, XýUkj 
+2 -A 
j (3.7) Olxi 01.1-i 
3.1.2 Total and Updated Langrangian Forniulation 
Let. the sh-ess be denoted by aij and t lie strain denoted by Eij. The principle 
of virtual work can be formulated in general forin as follows: 
oijbEij(ll' bit, (3.8) 
where bw is the variation of virtual work. Considering the definition of total 
Lagrangian given previously, eq. (. '3.8) at state '+"'Sl can be expressed in more 
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det ail. 
11(o, 
ij + Aoij)(S(Eij + eij) - (Fj' + -\Fj')bAujjdol, - 
V 
-. 
f (Fj-' + AFi')6Aujd"A =0 (3.9) 
A 
where variations are taken with respect to Auj. The Green strain tensor is defined 
by eq. (3.3) and (aij + Aujj) is the Kirchoff stress tensor. The body forces Fj' n( IaI 
surface forces Fj' are defined per unit, volurne and per unit area, respectively at, 
"P. \Fi' is incremental surface force. On substituting eq. (3.3) into eq. (3.9) an(] 
neglecting displacement product terins of higher order, we obtain: 
1[(A. 
uij6eij + aijb (Ilkillkj) - AFjbbitj]doV -f AFýYOA 
A 
FjbbA,, uj]doV -i F'6AuidoA =0 (3.10) 
A 
If it is assuilied that 19 state is in equilibrittin, then the ternis 
f Fib6zliti](10 11 -f F-'b., Atiid'A 
I, - .--A 
will vanish and we obtain the principle of virtual work for the tot. al. Lagrangian 
method as follows: 
I 1[(AuijbCii 
+ AFjb6uj)doV -I AFjdoA =0 (3.12) 
I, - A 
where cij is the linear strain defined by eq. (3.7). 
For tile 111)(lated Lagrallgiall fornmiatlon, flic principle of virtmal Nvork at. flie 
state '+A'Q may be expressed by: 
fto,! ý + Aaý. )beý- -(Fib+ Z-\Fib)bz-\ztijdtl-- - 
f(Fi' +,, -\Fi')dtA =0 (3.13) Ij gj tj I" A 
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where the variations are takeii Nvith respect to Aui. The updated Creen strain 
tensur , ý- is defined in (,. (3., ). , r-, is the Ettler stress tensor and -%or! - is the Ij ;j tj 
updated Kirchoff stress. The body forces FP and the surface forces I; ' are defined I 
- per imit volume and per unit. area respectively at 'Q. On subtituting eq. (3.. 5) into 
e(l. (3.13) we obtain: 
f[Ao, * bcý- + ol 
Eb(. OA'IIL- OAllk AFj"bAz1j]d'V -I AFi'b., -\ttid'A 
V 
ij Ij ij Oxf O. rj 
A 
- 
J[o,; ý , (Seti. - Fi6bAttildtl 7-f Fjh6Aujd'A =0 (3-14) 
1.7 A 
If it is assumed that 'Q is an equilibrium state then the term 
Fj"6Aajjd'V 
Ij tj 
I Fi'b-\tiid'A =0 (3.15) 
A 
will vanish in which case we can obtain the updated Lagrangian principle of virtual 
work statement as follows: 
+I orij 
ýAl I k- 49A 11 k 
-Arj6bAztjjd'17 - z-\Fi'bz-\itid'A =0 (3.16) 2 axi bxj 
I 
A 
where ci*j is a linear C. 'reen strain tensor for updated Lagrangian strain which 
is given in eq. (. 3.7, ). The formulations of total Lagrangian eq. (3.12) and updated 
Lagrangian eq. (3.16) can now be implemented for the nonlinear shell finite element. 
3.2 Nonlinear Shell Finite Element Analysis 
The geometric and dkplacement. field which is formulated in b-hell finile ele- 
nient will be adopted to develop tionlinear sliell finite element. I-Tsilig eq. (2.9). t lie 
coordinate at any point in an element of any configuration can be written as: 
xv, 11, j\rkg,?, )V. rý- + 0.5(t'V- (3.17a) 3d 
k=l 
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where the left superscript (leilotes the configuration of the element. The displace- 
ment field at. anY point all(] the incremental displacellielit. field call be Avrit-tell lising 
eq. (2.11 ) as: 
and 
I 
'I k. kk k} 
it V Y, 0V+ (3.17b) 
k=l 
k(ý, 
Ilk 
I 
N+ _(1,4ýk4ný (3.17c) 
k=1 
The displacement derivatives of any conriguration and the displacement increment 
%vit-li respect to the global coordinate systein cau be obtained Lising e(l. (2.22). Then 
the derivative of displacement at, anyconfiguration and the displacement increment 
respect, to the local coordinate system may be obtained using eq. (2.16). For the 
next, presentation, all the derivatives displacement are in the local coordinale sys- 
t-cm. 
3.2.1 Stress-strain Relationship of Nonlinear Shell 
The stress field '+"luij always refers to the state 'Q and it has to satisfy the 
yield criteria in nonlinear material analYsis- For the total Lagrangian formulation 
Kirchoff stress tensor is applied to eq. (3.10 k- 3.12) and for the Updated Lagrangian 
formulation the updated Kirchoff stress tensor or Jaurnann, stress tensor may be 
applied. Both formulations should give the same result, Bathe (19S21. Referring 
to equation 3.9 and 3.13 the stress at state 
I+Ato, ij = aij + -! -\Uij (3.18a) v 
for Kirclioff stress and 
I+L\t ol!. = ýý- + -ý, 7* tj olij ij (3.1 8b) 
S l"'Iliel. , ,, 01.. F Ij , t. l. e. SS . 01. I'lle IeXt., Llig e 
for Updaled 1\-irclioff stress. ujFý i ; (. at, e 1+2 ti, 
Kirchoff stress inay be applied directly to total Lagraugian formulation because the 
measurements are taken Nvith respect to the initial configuration. Before applyiiig 
the updated Lagrangian formulation, the updated Kirchoff stresses need to be 
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transformed to the '+"'Q configuration, and it, is then called the Elder stress qýý- Ij 
or Cauchy stress [\Vashizu 1982]. The transformation law between u4 + Ao, ý- and Ij Ij 
4+ Ao,! ý may be. written as follows: Ij Ij - 
al+At 
a-j (erE + AO, *1) J ij ij 01 ý kl k IL)1+All al-, rk Xl 
where ID'+All is a, determinant which can be obtained as follows : 
I+Al Xj. I+Al -1*2ý 
I+Af X3) 
lDf+"ll . 
(IXI IX. ) 1 
(3.19b) 
.i. -1. 
X3) 
The incremental KircholF stress and the updated KircholF stress may be defilled 
tising the constitutive equation as followq: 
Naij C (3.20a) ijkl 116ii 
and 
'ýO'Iýj :` cijkl-'ý14J (3.20b) 
where Aeij is the Green strain increment tensor and Acý- is the updated Green Ij 
strain increment tensor which are defined in eq. (3.7). Cijkl is the elastic properties 
temor which is given in eq. (2.28). For shell analysis, as usual, the elastic properties 
maY be employed in the two dimensional fornis as indicated in eq. (2.31) and can 
be rewritten as : 
1/ 0000 
10000 
Icl IE 
V2 
00v00 
(2.31) 
00 2 
-t, 0 
2k 
1-v 
2k -J 
where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively and k is shear 
correction factor. For elasto-plastic analysis, the material properties must include 
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dit- virect of past loading history and detaik of nonlinear material analysis will be 
discussed in section (3.3). Using c(l. (2.31) the stress strain relation can be written 
as follows: 
Aa, = C'e (3.21 (t) 
for incremental Kirchoff stress and 
Ao, * = (3.2 1 b) 
for incremental updated Kirchoff stress. where the stress is now in a vector form 
as: 
[. ýOf = 1. ýO, ýOyj,. ýO". Ao,, Y. AO'Y 
Aorx 
x (3.22a) 
and 
4t = A. U*, -lor AG, * Au*J (3.22b) yzl X- 
The Green. strain increment, in vector form may be constructed from eq. (3.7) as 
follows: 
+ 
0i u+C? Aul 
ex-- i- 'gort `ý, xl -i aýI ýZ, au, 
+ 
OU') Oil u1)+ (7 U, CM ti, 
+-i ti 
au, ) 
OLIU, 
2 + guý-3 0, iu, 
ti (l ' i) x" i) x > 
a ii' (9A il, _O kO j-" , + I (Y X; 3 V Yo 33ý ýz3 
iM1 
ti ll , + 
94 ++ a2, aA, ' + a-i t) i 9o l 9" , " 1, , u , -o-A-Lýa i U -ý 
m, 3 ýa-Aýý, l) 1 u x a a T 1 a a y x, c x ;r c7 xl a x a x 22122 x a 1 a a 
19 liý aA ", L + C9A ti 1 CM, . 914 ailti, ) Ou, alk l 
alltt' i911,491-3, ti, 
ul ý 
91) , 0 , 1 1) t) , &) u " -' " ' ,) , 1) i 
-4- 10 u ( x 3 .9 x 1 
0 a x, a x x xj a i O x 0 x 133 (7 .r 1 '9 '"3 (3.23) 
where the right, superscript denotes the local system coordinate. Auý is increment 
displacement, and tti is the previous displament at 'Q. From eq. (3.7), the updated 
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Green Amin increment tensor in vector form a-, follows: 
ex 
c* 
y 
cz 
y 
cy 
c. x_- 
OY, 
aall" 
xi ý ýX"'. 3 
+ 
2-A 
--" 
aill", a L% u, 3 O'X3 OIX2 
32 
eav, 8AU13 
+ at f. art 14"- X1 
TI 
(3.24) 
It can be seen from eq. (3.24) that the updated Green strain increment is mea- 
sured with respect to the lil state configuration and there is no explicit previous 
displacement to define the increment of strain. 
3.2.2 Stiffness Matrix of Total Lagrangian 
The principle of virtual work for the total Lagrangian forlhUlation in eq. (3.10) 
111av be written as follows: 
J[(,., 
N, 7ij6cij + orijb (A (t, jA tt' j)ldol-7 - -\R,, t (3.26) kk 
where AR,, t --.,: f FPbAuid'V+ f A-FýYOA, which is in practice called the external 1, A 
work increnimt. ýp is called the residual work, which should be zero if the increment 
state is in equilibrium, as mentioned before, and may be written as : 
loij b f, ij - 11'1ý bA it j] do I"-fF ý'do A (3.27) 
A 
As indicated in eq. (3.20) and eq. (3.23) the material properties Cjjj., and the 
Green strain tensor may * be written in two dimensional form and vector form 
respectively. The Green strain increment eq. (3.23) may be separated into two 
terms as follows: 
v 
ei + ei (3.28) 
_G'conjefricallv 
and materially nonlincai . ..... 
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where el is the first term and e,, l is the. second term of the right hand side of 
eq-(3.23). The incremental strain el call be writtell using the element shape fulic- 
tion as: 
ei = BOAU (: 3. *29) 
where BO is the strain matrix of linear term of Green strain and AU are the 
vector incremental displacements ( Au'l, and rotations (Act,, Act2, Act! 3) 3123 
iii terms of local coordinate. The second terin of eq. (3.28), e,, l may be written in 
the the following inatrix form: 
allit" 
oux'l 
aAff!, 
ii 
e71 =-I 21 
. 19111 0 W- al113 0 0 0 0 0 0 50. ri a U: r j a13x, 1 
0 a±4 , L alt', a l, --La. 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 till 09 , 1 aox, 3 aux 3 aox3 
aul all'- a l"3 0 0 
X, 2 
0 0 L -- 
alt, 
- - 
3 
0 x3 aux3 r ao , 
r 
(9 X, 2 
, at)X2 
0 0 0 
0 
. a') X3, 01)X, 3 
aUX3' a1)xi a()xi a, )xl 
Al, 
OUXII 
Ldllfiý 
OUX, 
La A- 
-1 Oux" 
RA 
-9UX3 
dAit" 
OUX3' 
19A ýa L allX13 
(3.30(t) 
where A is the matrix related to the previous displacement and y is the column 
vector related to the increnint. of displacement. 'raking the variation of eq. 3.30a, 
we obtain : 
de,, (IAj +I Adý = AGAU (3.30b) 
Tbe variation of strain de, j, may be written in terms of the shape functions as 
follows: 
de,, l = BIAU (3.31) 
where B, is the strain matrix of nonlinear term of green strain. The complete 
(Ireeil strain increment in terms of the shape functions is llo%v: 
B= (Bo + BI)AU (3.32) 
. 
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M-ferring to eq. (3.26), t be finst. h-l-Ill of Ille left. halld Side 111m. lie writ fell ill term"i 
of (lie stifiess inatrix using e(l. (3.20) and (3-32) as follows: 
J(Bu + BI)7'C'(Bo + Bj)(PV 
V 
or 
Ko + Ki 
where 
Ko BT C'Bod(ll' u 
alld 
Ki = 
J(BT C'Bi + BT C'Bi +BT C'Bo)doi, l (3-33) 
iii which Ku represeiAs the usual snuall displacement. stiffness mal. rix and K, is 
sometimes known as the init-ial displacement stiffness matrix [Zienkiewicz 19911. 
The second terin of left handside eq. (3.26) can be written in two dimensiolial 
forin as follows: 
K CTSGdoV (3.34) 
where inatrix G has the saine form as c(l. (3.30) and matrix S may be writlen as: 
- 
0'1313 0,2.313 0,3.31.3 
- 
-1 0 0- 
13 010 (3-35) 
-0 
0 1. 
and K., is called the initial stress stifffiess matrix. By SL111U11i11g eq. (3.33) and (3.. 34) 
I-lie total stiffness matrix for the total Lagrangian formulation maY be written a. -,: 
'I 
Kt. = K(j + KI + K, (3.36) 
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KI is usually called the lanycid slijbics-s mairl. r. To obtain the stiffness matrix in 
global coordinate system. procedure in section 2.2.5 must. be adopted. 
3.2.. 3 Stiffness Matrix of Updated Lagrangian 
The principle of virtual work for the updated Lagrangian in eq. (3.16) may be 
rewrittell as the following: 
K'ij kK i*j 6f * ii +1 aij 
0--\ltk 
Idli, 
2 J'xý 
where the external Nvork increment 
AF; 6Auid'A (3.38) 
and t lie residual work-, (, 7. should be zero if the state is in equlibrium. p may be 
written in complete forni as: 
,p=-F; bAuidtA (3-39) 
Using eq. (3.23) and (3.2-1), the material properties C. i'jkl and the updated Green 
strain increment may be written in two diinensional form and vector form respec- 
tively. The updated Green st-raiii increment, eq. (3.24), can be written as follows: 
BAU (3-40) - 
where B is strain matrix which refers to (lie i configuration. Referringto eq. (3.37). 
the first terni of left liand , ide could be written in terin of -stiffiiess iiiatrix using 
eq. (3.10) and (3.20) as: 
K=JB TC 'B(I'V 
The second term of the left hand side of eq. (3.37) f O'iA(4NUkJLNIIkj)dI, 7 is a 1. - 2 
sijifflar expre8simi to e(l. (3.34), but. the stress i, " , the Cauchy stress and refers to the 
(4-oniciricalli- and malerialiv nonlinem 
I Configuration as follows: 
K, 
where E 171113 
s Ei3 (712 
cr 
Ei3 
)3 
and 
7.5 
C*TS*G*d'l, ' (3.42) 
CrE 
E 1.3 (7*23 3313 
10 o- 
13 =010 
-0 0 1- 
G*AU = 
OIXI 
Oil (13 
aIrl 
WX2 
aAl" a 01 *r2 
a-11.1 L 
X3 
f), -% ti 
" 
X3 
49AU, 
OIX3 
The complete stiflness iiiatrix for updated Lagrangiail formulation niet. hod may be 
formed by summing e(l. (3.41) and (3.42) as: 
Kt = K+K, (3.43) 
As Nvith with the total Lagrangian fornudation, to obtain the stiffness matrix in 
Itylobal coordinate system, the procedure 
described in section 2.2.5 must be adopted. 
Comparing with the tot. al Lagrangian stiffness mat. rix, the updated Lagrangian 
stiffness is relatively simpler due to t. here being no nonlinear part in the strain 
formulation and there is no explicit, previous displacement in the stiffness niatrix 
formulation. However, flie configuration must. be updated at each increment step. 
v 
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lu the present work, the updated Lagrangiau will be implemented. The numerical 
results are presented in section 4.6. 
3.3 Elasto-Plastic Analysis 
In elastic analysis, the total stre. 5s ma. 3, be calculated from total strain as 
given by e(l. (2.27) whereas in plastic analysis ecl. (2.27) is unavailable because the 
material proper6es c1ii-ruige for different. level of stress. So, a criterion is needed 
to indicate Chat the stress level has reached a, plastic condition. This criterion is 
called the yl'f /d crihrioii. There is no unique relationship between stress and strain 
contponents in the plastic region, because the stress depends not only on the final 
er ij state of strain, but. also on the loading history. For this reason, th stress st ai 
relation which is presented at section 3.2.1 has to be replaced by the relatioilS 
between the increment of the stress and strain in the development of plasticity. 
This is called the flow theory of plasticity J\Vashizu 1982). 
3.3.1 The Flow Rule 
During any increment of stress in plastic analysis, the changes of strain are 
assumed to be separated into elastic and plastic components so that : 
dcij = (dcij), + (dcij),, (3.44) 
The first term of the right liand side, ((Icij),. is the elastic strain increment and 
I-lie second terin of the right, hand side, (dcij),,, is the plastic increment. strain. 
The elastic strain increment is related to the stress increment by eq. (2.27). Stress 
terms can be decomposed into their deviatoric and hydrostatic stress components, 
cis: 
where 
(at - (1 - 20 (dcij), =21, + %ý E 
ýa / bijdakk (3.45) 
v 
o, jj = crij -I 6ijOlk 2 
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and 
2(l + 
E is Young's modulus of elasticity. v the Poisson ratio and G is the shear niodultis. 
The relation between plastic strain increinent and tile stress increment can be 
written using the assumption that the plastic strain increment is proportional to 
the stress gradient of the plastic potential Q(o,, K), so that: 
dA 
ý)Q 
(3.46) 
00, ij 
where dA is the plastic strain-rate multiplier. An important case is the simplest case 
when t lie yield function, f (o,. t; ). and plastic potential function, Q(cr, t; ), coincide, 
t-lills: .1 
dA 
af 
(3.471) 
r9aij 
Equa(ion(3.47) is called associated flow rule and is also called the normality con- 
difion because Of /OL7ij is a. vector directed normal to the yield surface. When Hie 
plastic flow occur, the stresses must remain oil the yield surface. This condition 
may be written as, 
(0" K) = (3.48) 
The yield condition can be vizitalized as a surface in n dimension stress spke 
(Fig. 3.2) Nvith the position of the surface dependent on the instaittenous value of 
parameter tý. 
Experimental observations indicate that this normality condition is an accept- 
able assumption for metals [Chen 19S8. Hinton 19801 in relationship between the 
plastic straiii increment and stress increment. NNI'llell the Voll Alises yield crile- 
rion (section 3.2.2) is used. eq. (3.47) is known as the Prandtl-Reuss equation. On 
stibl-itut-hig eq. (3.47 ) and (3.45) into e(l. (3.44), the complete relatimiship between 
strain and stress for elasto-plastic deformation may be written as: 
v 
(dcij), = 
doij 
+ 
(I - 2p) bijd(rkk + dA (9f (3. -19) 2G E Ooij 
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Figure 3.2 : Yield surface in t-Nvo diniensonal stress with K constant. 
3.3.2 The Von Mises Yield Criterion 
78 
There are some yield criteria which may be adopted to determine the stress 
level at which plastic deformation commences for instance Tresca, Von Alises, 
Nlohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager etc. The Tresca and Von Alises yield crite- 
ria is the most. suitable yield critria for metal [Chen 19881. The Von Alises vield 
criterion is used to analysize met. al plasticity. Von Mises suggested that. yielding 
occurs when JI, reaches a critical value of 
It -(,; )2 =0 (3.50) 
The lerm K is a ftinction or oje hardening parameter f; alld J) is the SeC011d 0- 
deviatoric stress invariant. J, can be written as: 
v 
. 
Jý, = 
1[ 
12212212j2 
9 
('Ti I+ (721-2) + '733 
1+ 011'21 + 0'23 + 0'31 
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or in ternis of principle stresses 
f(j 2)= (0,1 _ o,.. »*2 + (or., 
-2 + (0'3 _ 0,1 )2 - 61ý(i; ) .2=0(: 3.5*2) 
TI ivyi vI (I criterion c(l. (3.! )1) may bv writ I en in tern is of effect. ive stress or equi va lent 
iý Stress as follows: 
&=v. 3-(j2)'21 = VF3 K 
01' 
CT- V-3K =0 (3.53) 
8 uniaxial teiisioit (est.. vielding will occur when Ol ;: -- 0'0ý0'2 ::::::: (T3 : -- 0- Oil 
substituting these values hito eq. (3.53) one finds 
470 
7,31 (3-54) 
where oo is the yield stress in uniaxial tension test. From eq. (. 3.53) tbe yield 
criterioii maY be written as follows: 
I (J2) co = \/. 
-3(J2) 2- CO =0 (3.53) 
3.3.3 Matrix Formulation 
The flow rule and yield criterion mentioned in section(3.41) and (3.42) will 
noxv be converted to matrix form. The stress arid strain without subscript in tile 
following formulation are in the vector form. for example equation 3.22.3.23 and 
3.24, and the inaterial properties are in t. %%-o dimensional form as in c(I. 2.31. The 
strain in equation 3.44 may be written as: 
v 
(de), = de - (de) (3.56) 
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where the plastic strain incrcment (de), is formulated in equation 3.47 and de is 
the total s(rain increment and de, is the elastic strain. Using equation 3.47 and 
: 3.56, the elastic strain changes may be obtained as follows-, 
(de), = de - (/A 
Oýr 
(3-57) 
00, 
or 
(de), = de - dAa (3-58) 
INI'liere a= c9. fl(9o,, is the flow vector. Using equation 3.56, the stress changes may 
be written as 
Ao, = C'[de - (de)p] 
Ao, = C'[de - (/Aal (: 3.59) 
where C' is the niatrix of elastic properties as indicated in equation 2.31. For 
plastic flow to OCCUr, Ole stresses must, remain on the yield surface ( see eq. 3.48) 
and if the hardening parameter assumed to be zero, the plastic flow rate may be 
written as 
(9. fT 
(If =-A0, ou (3.60) 
Fig. 3.3 describes the situation of e(l. (. '3. GU) and shows that the inst. antailcolls 
cliange of stresses zý(, T is direct-ed tangentially to the surface. The stresses are 
orthogonal to the vector a. The strain rate multiplier dA may be obtained using 
equation 3.59 and 3.60. Equation 3.59 is premultiplied by the flow vector ZýT as 
follows 
a7'C'de - EýTCYAa w. 
and using equation 3.60 dA may be written as 
... aTCI"de dA - 
a7'Cla' 
(3.62) 
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Figure 3.3 : The normality condition on the yield surface in two dimensiorial stress. 
Consequently, substituting eq. 3.62 into eq. 3.59 gives 
aTC'dea Ao, = C[de - -T, ] a ca 
dildT 
A0, = [cl - dT 
' ]de (3.6.3) 
,ia 
where d, l is C'a and equation . 3.6.3 may be written in simple form as 
A(y = (3.64) 
where C',,, is the tangent modulus matrix which is not Only a function of E and v 
but. also a function of flie current. st-ress o,. 
In order to calculate the C',,, matrix, the flow vector a should be written in a 
form suitable for Duinerical computation. Using the Von Mises yield criterion, the 
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How vector a IIIaY lie wriltell as 
vo, 
TT v/3-al 
where 
a \/, 3- J2 a] 00, 
fIII (0) 1,0'22 1 0'33, 
'-)0'21, 
-90'123, -90'31 '2 ( J2 P 
and o, ' is a deviatoric stress. 
3.3.4 Strain Hardening 
(3.6-5) 
After the initial vield poilit lizis been reached, the stress-strain curve continues 
to rise although the slope become less steel) unfil the it falls to zero as failure occurs. 
Then the vield stress will not increase Nvit-h further straining. The phenomenon 
of a material being able to withstand a greater stress after plastic deformation is 
known as strain hardening or worh hardening, in the sense that the material gets 
stronger t. he more it, is strained or worked [Chen 19881. 
Using e(l. (3.55), the strain hardening can be evaluated b3, clianging the fixed 
uniaxial yield stress a() to a variable stress, ao(cps), so that 
./. =5, - oo(cp, 
) (3-66) 
v 
where e,, -, 
is the equivalent phistic strain and may be written as the accumulated 
equivalent plastic strain rate as follows 
cl, =E del, =I del, (3.67) 
The equivalent plastic strain rates can be obtained as follows 
12 (3.68) 
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For uniaxial tension o,, -, dt,,, = dcj, ý: = --ý', dtpr since plastic straining is assumed to 
be incompressible and Poisson's ratio is then effectively 0.5. Using that condition. 
the plastic st-rain rate dt,,, = dt,,, and CT = a, = o,,. The relation between (70 and 
- c,,,, can be t, aken from uniaxial stress/plastic strain relationship and using Fig. 3A 
Ilie strain hardening is defined as foliows: 
0(yo 017, ET 
3. c)g) 
(9cps OC]lx I-q, 
b 
ex 
Figure 3.4 : Uniaxial stress-strain relationship with linear hardening. 
Shifflarly to eq. (3.60), if the hardening parameter is not. zero, the plastic flow 
rate may he written using eq. 3.48 as follows 
ýff 
aT, _\(7 lIldc ýAu + -L -0"' dci)s 0 (3-70) (90- acps 
v 
On substituting equation 3.47 into equation 3.68, the equivalent plastic strain rate 
may be written as : 
dcp3 = B(o, )dA .1 ('3.71) 
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For the Von Mises yield criterion B(o, ) = 1. Equation 3.70 and 3.71 gives 
(If = 
T_ýO, 
- HBdA =a 
T_ýO, 
_ AYA (3.72) 
where A' is coiistaiit for a linear hardening parameter. 
The rate multiplier (-(1. (3.62) now call be. modified bY introducing the hardening 
parameter. Preinultiplying eq. (3.59) ]-ýN. flow vector a and subtittiting eq. (3.72) give 
(/A = 
aTC'de (3.73) 
aCla + A' 
and eq. (3.63) can be replaced by 
T 
[Cl 
d,,. dd 
dTCla + .., 
lde 
(I 
or 
Ao, = C', I)dc 
and 
T 
CIP = cl 
dddd 
dTC'a +Af 
(3.74) 
d 
Here*the tangent. modulus matrix, C,,,. is not, only a function of E, v and clirrent. 
stress o,, but also a function of hardening parameter H'. 
3.3.5 bitegrating the Rate of the Equation 
During a load increment where the elastic stress exceeds that permitted by the 
yield criterion, plastic deforillatiOD IIIIISt. occur. WheD the load increment, is very 
small which gives sinall stress and strain, the tangential formula or foward Euler 
Diet-hod can be effectively applied. However, when the strain and stress are not 
small, this inet. hod can lead to some. error. Mckhods to minimize this error will 
v 
be discussed later. Before using the tangential predictor, the crossing point at the 
yield surface should be known. This Nvill now be defined. 
, 
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o Crossing The Yield surface 
To obtain t lie crossing point at (lie yield surface. point .4 in Fig. 3.6a, a simple 
scaling formula lias been proposed by Hinton [19801 using uniaxial stress-strain 
graph. Using Fig. 3.5, the simple scaling ci inay be written as, 
Oll. - ern 
and the remaining stress may be written as 
A(T 
=ü' , 0', 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
kN"here o, (, is the unia%ial yield stress. (7, -, 
is the previous stress and o,, is the total 
increment of stress. For it dimensional stress, analysiss. the equivalent stress may 
be used as follows: 
17r (70 
ar _ ZTr-1 
(3.77) 
Before using eq. (3.77), the yield constant, ao. has to be Updated due to the 
hardening as oo = oro + c,,.,, 41, where c,,., is the equivalent plastic strain and A' is the 
hardening parameter. From e(l. (3.77). it can be seen lhat, if plastic condition has 
occurred the ratio n ivll be equal to 1. Another formulation to define the crossing 
point on yield surface, has been proposed by Bicanic [1989] based on f (a) =0 an([ 
this give a quadratic equation. 
* Standard Predictor 
The standard predictor [Ilinton 19801 which is the Ettler FoNvard procedure is 
implemented in the present Nvorh. Using eq. (3.. 59). the incremental stress may be 
rewritten as; 
Ao, = C'de - dACa (3-78) 
It call be seen froin Fig. 3. ýb, that after reaching the yield surface (poilit A)ý tile 
elastic incremental stress is nAo,. lit relat, ion to Fig, 3.61) 
orc ort'7+ QAur - dACa (3.79) 
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Figure 3.5 : Incremental stress and strain in unia, xial elasto plastic. 
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and equation 3.79 can be viewed as the elastic step from point, A to B followed 
by a plastic ret-tim to point. A. However, since flie tangenfial predictor or Elder 
Foward metbod gives some error [Crisfield 1991, Hinton 1980), the stress does 
not lie in vield surface but it, only reaches point, C. To minimize the error. a. 
subincremental method can be used. Another predictor, which is recently ofien 
used, is the backward Euler nief. hod [Crisfield 1991, Alat-t-hies 19891. The foward 
Euler method use the normal at, ppint . 4, backward Ettler method use the normal 
at the elastic trial point B. 
t Subincreinelit Method 
The error int-rodticed by the tangential predictor will accunittla(e if it is not. 
redticed. To minimize Oiat error, the ret, urn to flie yield surface method [Ortiz 
19851 call be used wit-11 simply scaled stresses. Inst, ead of using an artificial rettirn 
ep : 
g< ......... DCZ 
: ZýL e: 
Gconjetricaliv and materialiv nonlinear 
A /. 
IAO-- 
-ýýA 
0-A 
-ý c' 
7 
'I 
Figure 3.6 : The foward-Eitler method iii two dimensional stress; 
-i. stress increment, b. moving tangentially from A to C. 
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to t1w yield surface, I-lie subillcrement, al met-hod may be used [Nyssen 1980, Sloan 
1987). Ny-, sseu proposed t. he technique of dividing the incremental strain de into 
a CCI-t-aill 1111111])Cl' Of St-epS 171. Each substep has strain increment. delm and st-ress 
increment Ao, = C., ju)(lelm wbere the tangent modulus matrix C,,, is dependent 
on the previous substep stress. Ilintori [19801 proposed t-he technique of dividing 
the incremental stress, Aor, into a cert. ain number of steps. This is different from 
, ubst, cp strain increment, because t-he tangent modulus inatrix C',,, is dependent. r 
On the previous increment stress. 
R 
Figure 3.7 : Stibincrement, of st. ress for reducing stress point, to yield surface. 
It, can be seen from Fig. 3.7 fliat, the final stress point. D does not coincide 
with tile yield surface. The point D call be reduced to the yield surface by simply 
Scalilig (7r as fOIJOWS. If the POilit D lies oil the yield surface, the value of effective 
stress &, due to Orr Should be same as oj, = oj, + . 
4'f,,,,. \Vhere u(I is the uniaxial 
3-iv1d st-re-9: 5, A' is tile hardening parameter and c,,, is effective st. rain. Then t-he 
simple scaling call be given as: 
v 
lr[aO 
+ (3.80) 
, ýr 
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\Vit I iout using tI ie stibincreinent. sI ress and app I ving equation : 3.80 J. I ie stress I) oh it 
1) will ret. urn to point D'. Greater accuracy may be achieved by dividing Au into 
a Cellaill 111.1111ber in of steps. 11roin Fig. 3.7, it can be seen, that the Ao, is divided 
into 3 parts. After using die foward Eider met. hod for flic three subincrement. 
stress, the st. ress pohit. now is T. U-sing simple scaling equation 3.80. the st, ress 
point, F can be reduced to flic final st-ress point. F'. There is a sigricant diffvrence 
between point D' and P. The greater number of step is applied, the greater 
accuracy obtained. Hinton proposed that, dic appropriate number of steps could 
be estimated as follows: 
- ao JS + 
(To 
and this is implemented in the present work. 
v 
Chapter IV 
Finite Element Solution Procedure 
4.1 Linear solution 
The most. effective direct SOILItiOn teChniques currently used are basically ap- 
plicatiolls of the illedlod of Gauss elimination. Their effectiveness in finite element 
analysis depends oit the speciric properties of the finite elen-lent stifiess inat. rix 
namely synunetry, posiLive derinitnetis and bandedness [Bathe 19821. The simult. a- 
neons linear equatimis of structural finite element can be written as : 
Kit =F (4.1) 
where K is the system -, (. iffiie, -, s matrix, u is the displacement vector and F is the 
load vector of the finite element system. The stilriiess matrix may be decomposed 
as follows: 
K= LDL T (4.2) 
where L is the lower triangular matrix and D is diagonal niatrix. For a detailed 
theory of LDLT decomposition, referred to Bathe (1982). In this present work, a 
prolile matrix solver with built in constraint facility, based on LDL T deco1111)oSi_ 
tion, is used to solve the simultaneous linear equations. The details of a profile 
mat-rix solver are given by Bet(ess [19861. 
4.2 Nonlinear Solution Procedures 
Numerous papers and books have been published [Ilinton 1980. Bathe 1982, 
Zienkiewicz 1991, Crisfield 19911 in recent. years conceriiing the application of non- 
linear solution procedures of the finite element method to iloillinear problems. The 
v 
aim of all these worhs is to find a. solution tedmique which is stable, accurate and 
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inexpensive. The difliculties are problem dependent and so solution Schemes which 
are ideal for certain clas. ws of problem may be tvelcss for others. The engincer 
must use his experience to decide upun the ý; ulutiun strategy required. In this 
present work, a combination of incremental and iterative procedures is employed 
to obtain a solution to tile equilibrium equation. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the incremental theory is implemented to formulate 
tile nonlinear finite element problem. Each problem niky be considered as a finear 
step. The loads and displacemenk are accumulated from each solution step. This 
incremental solution procedure can be expressed as : 
F, + ZA F, = F,, +A (4-3) dit 
where the increment displacement, Au, is given by 
dF,, 
)-I AF,, (4.4) 
du 
AF,, is the incremental applied load and subscript n denotes the number of the 
increment. (dFIdit), -, I is the tangent stiffness matrix, KT, of the finite element, 
formulation. The tangent stiffness matrix, KT, is calculated at the beginning of 
eacli increment. Following each load increment, the displacement and load are 
accumulated as: 
1111+1 = I'll Au, 
v 
F', +i = F" + ýýF. (4.5) 
Using purely incremental procedure. equilibrium is not satisfied in each incre- 
Inent slep [Crisfield 19,91) and flie soltitioli tends to diverge from the ti-tie solittion 
path. But ail improvement may be obtained in this incteilient technique by appI3 - 
ing the residual : 
911 : -- rl, - Fill (4.6) 
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W114TV 911 is tile Vector of out-balance forces, Fi is the internal force and stibscript 
It dell0teS tile tIUMber Of the illCreinciiC. This residual force is added to (he next 
loading increment. 
To improve the accuracy of the solution. iterative strategies may be used in 
combination with incremental techniques. One well known iterative strategy is 
the Newton-Raplison [NRI method. A truncated Taylor expansion may be used to 
express the Newtoil-Raplison iterative procedure as: 
Cýe 
dyll 1 (12 911 1 
911+1 -+ (4.7) du 
)611" + du 
To obtain a. better approximation, the third term on the right hand side diat, is the 
high order term of eq. (4.7) is neglected Illinton 1980, Crisfield 1991). Using the 
previous solution, as an initial estimation, provided that g,, (u,, ) 54 0, and setting 
g,, +l =0 ive obtain: 
(1911 1 
1) tilt 
F 91101 (4.8) 
Here, (dg,, 1du)-j is the tangent stiffiiess matrix, KT. in the finite element. formu- 
lation. The new estimate for u is 
111)+1 = III? blill (4.9) 
This solution may be used in the following iteration as: 
F Ylt+l(llll+l) (4.10) 
E(I. (, 1.10) is repeated using the latest solution until a convergence criterion is sat- 
isfied. E(I. (4.10) denotes that, the tangent stiffness matrix is evaluated in each 
iteration. The Newton-Raphson method can be interpreted as in Fig. 4.1 for one 
load increment. 
The updating of the stiffness niatrix after each iteration can lie avoided by keep- 
the same stiffness matrix during the iteration in an increment. This techniclue 
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displacement (u) 
Fig. 4.1 : The Newton-Raplison Iteration Scheme. 
is called modified Newton-Rapshon [AINR] method and has a slower convergence 
rate than the New toil- Ra pslion method. but involves less work in each increment. 
4.3 Convergence Criteria 
To teriiiiiiatc an iterative procedure, a convergence criterion must be ap- 
plied. For nonlinear finite elenient. analysis, convergence crit, eria can be classified 
v 
into force criteria, displacement criteria, stress criteria and combinations of thein 
Un Un+l Un+2 Un+3 
. 
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[Bergan 1972. Crisrield 19911. Usually the lp norm [Kreyszig 19881 : 
1) 1 + j. r,, ll')i, (4.11) 
where p>1. may be imposed as a convergence criteria. In practice, one usually 
takes p=I or 2 and a third norm. Ila-11, that is 
11.1-111 = (1; 1111 + ... + I. I., d) (4.12) 
is called the 11 norm. 
I., r 112 + ... 
+ 1, '5 . I. n 
12) 1 11X112 = (4.13) 
is called Euclidean or 12 norm. 
lia-11, = maxjxjj (4.14) 
is Called 1, norill ol. maxiIIIIIIII norm. The Euclidean norm is used most often. 
A force convergence criterion can be defined as follows; 
llglll, < 13dllqclll) (4.15) 
where g is the out-of-balance force and q, is the external force or sometimes the 
reaction force. The constamt; ý, j is given as a scaling value. Another force criterion, 
involves some scaling [Crisfield 19911, so that 
11g. 5111, < , 3, lllq,, 511,, (4.16) 
where S is the scaling factor. Crisfield use S= C-1, where C is a diagonal matrix 
containing the leading diagonal terms from the tangent stiffiiess matrix at the 
v 
beginning of the increment. 
9ý r, inite Elemicid Solution Ilocedurt, 
Based on displare'llent., (he ronvergence criterion can be written as 
Ilbullp < 13dllllllp 
where bit is the iterative displacement and it the accumulated displacement. The 
combination of displacement and force can be introduced as a convergence criterion 
which gives an energy-based criterion. 
116,, T, Ylp < 13dlllTq, ll (4.18) 
lit the present work, the force and displacement criteria, are adopted. The Eu- 
clidean norin or p=2 is employed in eq. (4.15) and (4.16). Both of them are 
implemented and convergence is achieved if one of them is satisfied. 
4.4 Automatic Load Increment 
Once the solution has converged, a new load increment must, be chosen. Tile 
choice of increment size is important. If the load increment is too big the number 
of iterations will increase, and the convergence will be slow. On the other hand, 
too small an increment will increase computation time due to more converged 
states than strictly necessary being calculated and an increase in the number of 
hicremental steps. 
A number of methods for controlling the increment size have been published. 
Automatic incremental strategies can be divided into three groups. The first is 
based on the ratio of the desired number of iteration and the number of the previous 
iteration. the second is based on the current stiffness parameter and the last is 
based on a parabolic approximation to the load-deflection response [Murray ct al. 
19901. Alurray found that load increment, -ation based on the ratio of the desired 
iteration and the previous iteration is niure effective than other schemes in his Nvork 
(m geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis of plane frames and arches. 
v 
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, Fhe load increnientation strategy based on the ratio of ("'here J'I is 
the desired number of iteration and J,, -l 
is the nuniber of iterations in the previ- 
otis hicrenient step) can be combined with sonie steering paranieter such as a load 
parameter, a selected displacement component, arc length and the external work- 
done. In the present work, the load increnientation based on JIIJ,,, -l combined 
with arc length and load parameter is used. 
To develop Uie load increnientation based on JdIJ,, -l combined with arc 
leng(li, we let, the new arc length -11,, be defined based on the old arc length 
and the number of iteration given [Crisfield 1991], 
(4.19) 
where 2\1,1 is the old arc length all(] the definition of arc length is presented ill 
section(-1-5-1) in e(l. (4-32). The new load increment load factor, -IA,,, is set to: 
A A,, =AA,, 
Jd 
Yl (4.20) 
ill-1 
where L\A,, -, 
is the previous load increment factor. The number of iterations 
desired should be supplied by the user. The initial load increment factor is usually 
given and eq. (4.20) may be used to calculate the new load increment factor. On 
substituting eq. (4.19) into (4.20), the new load increment factor is 
NAII : -- AA, j-l( 
Alli 
P (4.2 1 
A 1. 
-I 
ill which the expouent -y typically lies in the range 0.5 to 1.0 [Murray 1990). The 
maximum load increnmit factor and possibly the mininium load increment load 
factor should be provided to avoid the cutting of increment size (section -1.15.1) 
because otherwise an imaginary root can occur, especially in flie arc length method 
(section 4.5.1). 
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4.5 Iterative solution Strategy 
The iterative solutioji strategy is interided to enable solutimi algorithms to pass 
maximurn or mininium fimit points, which are found iii all nonlinear finite elemerit 
1)rObjenis. In nonlinear problems, it is always connected with singularities that 
occur somewhere along the solution path. These shigularities are better known 
a,,, critical points. Their classification into limit points is well knowii [Riks 19791. 
Fig. 4.2a illustrate the load/deflection curve hivolving limit, pohit B with siiap 
througli. Without an iterative solution strate&y. the final convergence will fail iii 
the neighbourbood of limit point B, that is point A, or may be possible to move 
directly to point D in some cases. 
ou 
Displacevent 
Fig. 4.2a : Load/deflection curve of snap-through. 
In the present work, the need for an iterative solut. ion strategy can be illustrated 
ming a load/deflection curve of an elastic perfectly pla-stic material with limit, point. 
B (see Fig. 4.21)). 1, Vithout, an iterative soltition strategy, the final convergence of 
the nonlinear equilibrium path just reaches point A, just before point B. On the 
other hand. by means of iterative solution strategy the nonlinear equlibrium path 
can pas,, easily from limit point B to point C. 
Several methods have been developed e. g.: iteration at constant displacenie-ilt. 
iteration at constant arc-leDgth, iteration at constant external work, iteration at 
iniiiinium unbalanced displacei nent norm, iteration at ni-ininluin unbalanced force 
Villitc Solution Procedure 
IT, 
0 
Displacement 
Fig. 4.2b : Load/deflection curve of elastic perfectly plastic. 
atid iteration at a constant weigh(ed response [Alurray cl al. 19901, for Such prob- 
lenis. 
Murray found in his work on the geometrically nonlinear finite element analy- 
sis of plane frames and arches, that. three of the above methods, namely iteration 
at constant arc length, iteration at minimum unbalanced displacen-lent norm and 
iteration at constant weighted response. exhibit virtually identical performance 
an(I are the most successful general purpose iteration techniques. None of these 
three inethods appears to require suppression of equilibrium itera. tions in the neigh- 
bourhood of load and displacement limit points. In this present work, iteration 
at constant arc length method is implemented. This method will be described ill 
detail ill the lle\t. section. 
4.5.1 Constant Arc Length Method 
Originally the arc length inethod was, proposed 1. )31 Riks, [19791 and IVeilipner 
11971). Riks used the normal tangent. rather than circular path (see Fig. 4.3a) but 
t. his method sometimes fails [Crisfield 1981. Murray 1990]. Tile arc length method 
then is modified by Crisfield (1981,1982.1986,19911 as Mows. 
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tangent solution froyA point A 
normal to tangent 
final solution at B 
B 
displacement (u) 
ME load/deflection path 
circular path 
Fig. 4.3a: Risk method [Crisfield 19811 
For a given load level AA it. is desired to safisýy t-he eqi6librium equat. ion 
g(u, A) = Fj(u) - -\AFf = (4.22) 
where Fi is the internal force as a function of the displacements u, Ff is a fixed 
load vector and AA is the loading factor. In the previous section, the incremental 
loading factor is obtained at the beginning of each increment and without iterative 
st-rategy is kept conslant. at. each iteration. The purpose of iterative strategy. in this 
case constant arc length, is to find the intersection during iteration between the 
padi 1xiie solid. ion given by eq. (4.22) and fliv consl ant. arc lengt-li given by I lie load 
parameter -\A at the 
beginning of increment (see Fig. 4.31)) The load parameter 
-ýA may 
be change([ at, each iteration in order to obtain the intersection. Using 
Fig. 4.31) the constant arc length can be defined as 
1= Idl (4.23a) 
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Fig. 4.31): Spherical arc length method. 
where 
T dl = 
Vcll, Tdii + 02ý02Fif F, (4.23b) 
The parameter tp is the scaling parameter between the load and displacement terms 
[Crisfield 19911. Eq. (4.23b) may be written as follows 
1) T"" TF d/ = dif dit + dA ,ý Fýf f (4.24a) 
If tI ie a bove equation is wriffel I ill a It ilicl-eillellt aI form a nd A terms, moved to the 
left. hand side ive have 
I 
IITZ 2 F, T I-, Nu +AA ff 'ef . 112 =0 (4.24 
b) 
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where AI is the constant. arc longth of the desircd intersection. Using truncated 
Taylor series e(l. (, 1.22) and (-1.24b) may be written as 
Og Og 
g, y, + -bit + ýf (SA g, + KI 6 it - Ff 6A =0 (4.25) Oll A 
and 
TSII 2Tr,,. 
f =0 (t,,. = a, +2A it (+ 2A A6A ýp F (4.26) ff 
WItere subscript , means old and , ineans new. The unknown value 
bu and 6A 
can be obtained the following equations 
bit ET Elf GA 
2A, jT )AAt'; 
2 ", f 
I-, Igo] 
(4.27) 
FýTf a, 
and the new increment load factor can be written as 
, NA, l = AAo + 6A (4.28) 
However, the stiffness matrix in eq. (4.27) is neither symmetric nor banded. Instead 
of solving eq. (4.27), one may use e(l. (4.25) as 
g,, + 
KT611 
- 
r4, f6A: -- 0 
6it = -Kj; l(y, (Att, Aj - 6AFf) (4.29(t) 
Equation (4.29a) can be explicitly rewritten as follows 
bit = bit + bA('itcf 
where 6u, f = KT 1 Ef. is the displacement vector corresponding to the fixed load 
vector Ff. Using equation (4.291)) the displacement increment can be written as 
v 
All" = Allý + 61t = All, + 4-11 + 6A6ll, f (4.30) 
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Considering e(l. (4.30), 6A is the oidy unknown variable and it can be calculated tis- 
ing eq. (4.241)) and (4.30). Since arc length is constant., eq. (4.241)) can be expressed 
'I's 
A T. ýIlo + AA"V, 2pT 1;, T,. 11,11 AAý, p 
T 
,f=, 
N12 110 , cf ff =All?? + 
. 2F, f R- (4.31) 
On substituting eq(4.30) into eq. (4.31), die unknown JA can be obtained and gives 
a quadratic equation 
AbA2 + B6A +C=U (4.32) 
where 
71 ') -T r- buff buef +, jq--fff I ef 
A ý02FT E 2bu, f (Au + ý-u) + 2A 0 cf c 
2T (Au, + bil)(All, + 11) -+ ! _\, o ef ef 
hibtead of applying eq. (4.24) numerical experience has shown that it is preferable 
to neglect, die t. erm involving flie parameter y [Crisfield 19811, then e(l. (4.24) may 
be replaced by 
A12 =0 (4.33) 
and using e(l. (4.33), eq. (4-32) may be writlen as 
, 46A. 
2 + BbA +C=0 (4 . 3,1) 
where 
T b1lef 
B =2bu, f (Au + S-u) . 
C= 
Ranim (as quoted by Crisfield (1991)] ilso independently concluded that for prac- 
fical problems the parameter p had little efFect and suggested setting (p equal to 
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zvro. As a. result. e(l. (-1.33) and (4.34) should be considered as cylindrical rather 
thall spherical. 
Denote the two roots of equation (4.34) bAl and 6A.,. The correct choice is 
the one which avoids doubling back' oil the load-deflection response, that is the 
solution with which gives the inininittin angle between -ýu, and Att,,, and this angle 
is t lie maximum Cosine of 
All'TA, 11" -\ it 
T61, 
ef Cos o=-= All 
T(A"llo + -\611) bli 0 (4.35) 
A, 12 0 'A 12 
+ 
A, 12 
Being a quadratic equation, eq. (4.34) will have imaginary root, if B2 - 4AC is 
less thaji zero. This problem can appear if the initial load increment is too large 
lCrislield 1981) and the structure exhibits multiple imitability directions at a point 
[NIvek 1989]. If the imaginary root appears, it. is necessary to cut the loa-d incre- 
mental size. A simple strategy can be used as follows [Crisfield 19911 
AAI, A-l" 13,1 > 0.1 and < 0.5 (4.36) 13,, - 
where 13, is the convergence factor and 0,1 is the given desired convergence factor 
(see section 4.3). This strategy can also be implemented when the convergence of 
the structural equilibrium iteration is not achieved within the specified number of 
iterations. 
e Initial Predictor 
If the constant, arc length met. hod is empl(kyed with the modified Newton- 
l(aplison method, an initial predictor must. be adopted to compute the tangent 
displacement This is due to the fact that KT does not change during each 
iteration [Crisfield 1991]. NVe rewrite the tangent displacement solution as 
v 
, ýIqf = IýVrcf (4.37) 
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If the initial predictor is denoted by -\A, ) then the tangent 
displacement is given 
by 
'N it AA -I - (4.38) ch, ý llf'T 
"cf ý- '-ýAP-ýllcf 
where KT is t-he tangent. sliffness Inal-rix at t-he beginning of an increment'. Sub- 
stittifing e(l. (4.37) into (4.31 ) Nvith yq =0 gives 
12 
AA2A, I. 
T 
1) ff- 
AP =0 
. AAll =± 
\1 
(4.39) 
VFAS II -TfA 11, f 
where AI is the given increment. In eq(4.39) the sign of the initial load call be 
positive or negative. It is important to choose the correct sign. It is proposed that 
the sign of AAI) should follow that in the previous increment unless the determinant 
of the tangent, stiffness Illat-rix challges sign. NNhen Gaussian elimination without 
row or column interchanges is employed, a row reduced tipper triangular matrix 
is obtaiiied. Then the deternlinant of the tangent stiffness matrix call be readilY 
obtained as the product of all the diagonal terms of this matrix. This determinant 
can have a very large value may exceed computer's capacitY. To avoid this problem 
and since only the sign is needed. every product of diagonal tern-is is divided by 
ifis absolute value. 
The constant arc. length caii be used from the beginning of the first incremental 
loading or after a certain degree of nonlinearity is reached. Since the cons(ant arc 
lengt-1) is, needed to pass the limit point, the arc length method, in the present 
work, is tised after reaching a certain degree of nonlinearity. Then flie automatic 
incremental load factor (section 4.4) is replaced by on initial load predictor even 
if the full Newton-Raplison niet. hod is einployed. The advantages of using tile 
initial predictor after reaching a. certain degree of nonlinearity is that a change of 
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sign of incremental loading shows the turning of the load-deflection direction. The 
constant arc length, Al, in e(1(4.39) is given 
Al = -\A, Al, (1. -10) 
where AA,, is the previous load increment factor and NI, is the previous constant 
arc length. As in the automatic load increment. factor method, the constant arc 
length niust be given an upper and lower bound. In this present work the bounds 
are 
Al ,I fair? :5 
Al A 
friar 
Almill : -:: 
0-01, A, ýo 
= 2.0-\, \,, 
To switch the constant iterative method to the arc length method, sonle measure 
of the degree of nolilinearity is needed. The current stiffiless parameter originally 
introduced by Bergan [19781 can lie used as such a measure. The stiffness of 
the system meaus the relation betweei) a load increment and the. correspondiug 
displacement as 
AF 
All 
(4.42) 
AF and Att can be made scalar by iiittltil)13-iug both by Att [Crisfield 1991, Bergaii 
1982] 
Av"AF Ff A it, f (4.43) 
IT 11 ff ff 
The stiffiies5 parameter A-, can then be obtained by : 5imply scaling the current 4- 
valtic by the initial k, -valite 
k 
ko 
(4.44) 
It. can be seen from eq. (4.44) t-hat if k, is equal to 1, there is no change of the 
v 
current stiffness and the value k, is equal to zero at the limit. point. To switch the 
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constant iteration solution to a constant arc length procedtire, die desired current 
stiffness can be introduced as follows 
11 - k, I ý: k, l (4.45) 
where k, j is the desired current stiffness parameter and must, be equal to or less 
than 1.0. 
4.6 Numerical Examples 
Tile purpose of this section is to demonstrate the nurnerical performance of 
tbe nonlinear shell finite element in comparison with other numerical SOlUtiOnS 
and analytical solutions. Examples which consist of seven nonlinear problems 
are presented in this section. All the numerical examples employed Clie solution 
technique which has been described above, with a convergence criterion of 1.2%, or 
less. 
Example 1. Circular Plate Avitli Uniform Load 
The first example is a circular plate. Only geometric nonlinearity is considered. 
The aiialytical solution can be found in Timoshenko [19591. The plate is clamped 
around the edge and a quarter model is used. Fig. 4.4 shows the geometry of 
probleni. Two types of meslies are used to a. iialyse the problem. First, twelve 
elements are employed using large load increments. Fig. 4.5a shows that the 
proj)osed element. gives reasonable result.. Futherniore býv applying smaller loading 
increments, the convergence rate is greatly increased. Second, thirty two elements 
are einployed. As the first. case, large and small load increments are applied. Fig. 
4-251) slio%N-s that the convergence rate is greatly increased by using smaller load 
increments. Comparing Fig. 4.5a and Fig. -1.51) sliow that, tl)e solution accurac. N 
is not much influenced by the number of elements used. Both figures show that 
flic con-vergerice rate is largely increased by using small load increments. 
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t= thickness = 0.1 
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q= uniform load 
Fig. 4.4 -A (Ittal-ter model of circular plate. 
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Fig. 4.5a, - Centre displacement of circular plate tinder 
tiniform load with 12 element. 
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Fig. 4.51) : Centre displacement of circular plate under 
uniform load with 32 element. 
Example 2. Cantilever Beam Subjected to End Loading. 
This simple problem. shown in Fig. 4.6, has been analysed by a number of 
workers [Parisch 1981, Milford 1986. Saleeb 1990]. The analytic solution was given 
bY Parisch [19811. Three types of nonlinear problems are comidered as follows. 
First. the problem is analysed as a. perfect. ly plastic material with small dis- 
placements using twenty two element with tell layers per element. Using constant. 
load increments ix without. the iterative strategy solution, tile finite element so- 
lutioll call not, pass I-he 111axinillm point.. The solution diverged wheii flie load 
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neared the ultimate load (see Fig. -1.7a). By using the iterative strategy solution. 
the linite clement, method can pass the maXillIL1111 point easily. The maximum load 
obtained by the finite element method is 6%, higher than the analytical solution. 
The difference is duc to the fact. that the integration point. are iiot. oil the surface 
of the dement, hence the plasticit-Y is dela. ved. 
Secund, geometric noulinerity hs considered. Fig. 4.71-, shows that. finite ele- 
ment, solution gives a reasonable result. Here, the analytical solution assumes that 
the stretching of the bearn neglible in comparison with the bending deformation 0 
[Parisch 1981). 
Third, geometric and material nonlinvarity problems are both considered to- 
get-lier. Like the first. case, t. wenty two elements with ten layers per element are 
used. Fig. 4.7c shows that. good agreement with the analytic solution is obtained 
1). y the finite element solution. 
b 
F777- ?] 
w 
J) = ZU 
UY = 40 (yield stress) 
Py = 1/3 (yield load-linear solution) 
kp =- 
"Y' 
=-8 Et 9 
l2p ke =D 
D= bending rigidity 
Fig. 4.6 : Cantilever beam with end load. 
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Fig. -1.7a : Tip displacement of cantilever beam: 
v 
elastic-perfectly plastic problem. 
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Fig. 4.7c : Tip displaceinent of cantilever beam; geometric and 
material nonlinearity problem. 
Example 3. Large Displacemmit. Aiialy5is of Hinged Cylindrical Shell 
Fig. 4.8 shows flie geometry of a. hinged cylindrical shell subjected to a. point 
load at its centre. The present code gives reasonable results compare to other 
v 
Nvork-ers' results (see Fig. 4.9). A high solution accuracy with 3 to 5 iterations per 
load increment. Nvas noticed for a. relative error of 0-7.5%. 
I 
-1. 
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Fig. 4.8 : Hinged cylindrical shell. 
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Fig. 4.9 : Centre displacement of hinged cylindrical shell. 
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Example 4. Cylindrical Roof under Gravity Loading 
Fig. 4.10 shows the geometry of a cylindrical roof. It is assuilled Chat (1le 
. 
straight longitudinal edges are free and the two circular edges are supported bN 
diaphragnis. One quarter of the shell is analysed using a 2x2 mesh and three layers 
are employed per element.. Two problems are considered as follows. 
First, the clastic-perfectly plastic problem is analysed. As sholvil in Fig. 4.11a, 
good agrecinent. Nvith Hinton's [WS41 re. sult. is obtained by the present, code. More 
flexible rest ilts are giveii by Yang [1985) and Dupuis [1971]. However, all load 
(lisplacement curves have approximately the saine ultimate load. 
Second, the shell is analysed including the effects of geometric nonli ilea ri ty. 
The saine finite element modeling and number of layers are used. The result of 
middle edge displacement against gravity load is plotted in Fig. 4.11b. Again, 
goud agreement with Hinton's [19841 result is obtained by the present code. 
w 
yy 
R 
40 0 
simply 
supported 
edge 
XY U 
free edge 
L- 7.6 * 
R= 7.6 m 
LE= 21000 MNIm2 
v= 0.0 O'Yield= 4-1 MN/TA2 
thickmess - 0.076 m 
v 
Fig. 4.10 : Cylindrical roof model. 
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Fig. 4.11a : Elastic perfectly plastic analysis of cylindrical roof. 
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Fig. 4.111) : Geometric and material nonlinearity analysis of cylindrical roof. 
4.7 S uniniary 
The present section is the surninary of chapter 3 and 4. The present non- 
linear sliell finite elenient. has been tested against several nuinerical results and 
v 
analytic solutions and perfornis reasonable well. The update Lagrangian avoids 
0.0 0.05 0.1 0.15 
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div big housekeeping overhead which is required in the total Lagrangian fornittla- 
flon. However, (lie npdate Lagrangian formulation requires more computer time 
to update the configuration in each increment. Multilayer element give a better 
lolution in elasto-plastic analysis than a single layer element. An elasto-plastic 
material model with linear isotropic bardening can be used in the future for mul- 
I. Hinear hardening analysis. 
The automatic hicreniental load requires an experience(] user in nonlinear aiial- 
ysis to give the initial loading and the number of the desired iteration. The smaller 
the initial load and the bigger the number of desired iteration, the better is the 
solution. However, these require large computation time to reach the ultimate 
load. The arc length method adopted in the solution strategy, performs very well 
in passing the maximum point in given numerical examples. 
v 
Chapter V 
Axial Loading in T, Y, and DT Joints 
5.1 Introduction 
Typical tubular joint configurations has been considered in chapter 1. In the 
present chapter, the ultimate strenglit of T. Y, and DT joints will be calculated 
using finite element. and the results will be compared with experiniental test, results, 
especially those using axial loading. A review of numerical work oil the ultiniate 
strength of tubular joints is given below. 
Using semiloof thin shell elements, Irving[l. 982] analysed the collapse of T joints 
loaded in compression. Both material and geometric nonlinearities Avere included 0 
using the total Lagrangian method. Irving employed the Von Alises yield criterion 
relevaut for elasto-plastic analysis and also considered isotropic strain hardening 
and used multilayer shell finite elements. 
In 1984, Baba ct al. analysed three different type of stiffened DT joint, these 
are double ring. single vertical and double vertical stiffened joilits (see Fig. 5.1). 
Ile used ail isoparanietric thick sliell finite elenient. and eniplcýyed perfect plastic 
analy. sis and small strain displacement aiialysis. In the gaine year, Ebecken el 
al. published similar work in which they aiia-lysed DT joint under axial loading 
in a. sludy concerned with the applicability of the finite elenient, niet. hod to the 
analysis of hibularjoint. s. Ebecken cl n1. [HS7j continued this work by adding large 
displacement analysis where T and DT joints under axial loading were analysed 
using flat. shell and stiperparanietric sliefl elements. 
Van Der Valk [1988] extensively analysed T joints under tension and compres- 
sion loads. Ile used the computer program MARC and his mcthods of analysis 
include eight node thin shell elements which disregard transverse shear, the Von 
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Mises yield criterion for clasto-plasticiLy, and isot. ropic intilt, ilinear strain harden- 
ing. The solution strategy employed is die full Newton Raplison method and lie 
adopted displacement, cont. rol itsijjg the automatic increment. based on arc lengt1i 
inediod. Van Der Valk then compared the experimental and numerical test, re- 
stilts of two T johits and based on these comparisons, an extensive study of the 
parameters controlling T joint behaviou under axial loading was made using 45 
numerical models. 
I 
Figure 5.1 : Three different 1.3rl)t- of st, iffened of DT joints. 
The most. recent. work hi thi-s field is by Lalani ct. al [1989] and Cofer Had 
119901. The computer program FINAS, which will be futher inentioned in section 
5.5.4, was used to compare numerical and experimental tests for T, DT, and K 
joints with axial and balance axial loading. 
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In considering the influence of cN. 1indrical intersections and welding upon tubtt- 
lar joints. Cofer cl. al[19901 ti,, e(l three types of element wheii modelling tubular 
joints. Cofer analysed two configurations of tubular joints; the T joints with ten- 
- sile loading and DT joints ivith compressive loading and balanced axial and inplane 
Imidiim, moment loading. 0 
In the present. work, the experimental data used was supplied by Winipey 
Offshore [19891 using large scale specimens. This data was chosen because it avoids 
scale effects and because it is the 01113' available data which describes in detail the 
test arrangements and the procedures. The numerical results and experiniental 
data for DT joints, as used by Cofer and Lalani, is also considered. 
5.2 Experimental Studies of Tubular Joints 
The experimental study of T alid Y joints willi compression loading, and Y 
an(l K joints with inplane ])ending moments was undertaken by I'Vimpey Offshoi. e. 
[19891, using large scale tubular joints. The chord and brace members for all the 
specimens were fabricated using one seam welded BS 4360 Gradc 43A steel plate. 
ivith a mininium yield stress of 240N/11,1112 . The chord and brace flanges ivere 
fabricated from BS 4360 Ch-ade 43A forged steel rings. 
Experiments on a DT joint with compression load were carried out by Boone 
rl al. (as quoted by Lalani cf al. [1989] and Cofer cf. al [19901. ). The test 
specimen was fabricated from AD-5LX Grade X-42 welded pipe line with a yield 
stress of 321.2N/iiiili*2. 
The diniensiong of the specimen and the material properties are presented in 
Table 5-1-3 for axial loading and Table 6.1-2 for inplane bending Inumenbi. No 
material hardening parameter is available and so in this, study. it. is a-ssumed to 
varY from WX to 20'/(, of the value of YOung Modulus and is taken to be bilinear 
hardening. The hardening is taken to be zero when the stress reaches ultimate 
value (see Fig. 5.2). Experimental results were available for the deflection at 
the top of the brace under the load and the point where yield first occurred in 
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O'Y 
bilinear hardening 
G't= tensile stress 
0-1= initial yield stress 
6 
Figure 5.2 : Stress strain curve and bilinear hardening. 
the structure. As reported by IN"impey Offshore, an axial compression load was 
applied to the brace joint in this arrangement. Pilgrim jacks were placed on the 
brace top hat and reacted against the rig through ball seating (see Fig. 5.20). 
Details of the loading procedure can be found in Wimpey Offshore [19891 report. 
Alodel D (1 11 t. L I /I 
II 
Fy (Nln), O) pl. (,, Vllliil, 2) 
(111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) brace chord brace 
T] 508 406 12.5 12.5 1575 1000 0.8 20.32 339 344 500 496 
T2 508 508 12.5 12.5 1575 760 1.0 20.32 334 312 476 445 
IF-3 508 406 8.0 8.0 1575 1175 OJS 31.75 307 306 444 442 
T, l 1 508 508 8.0 1 8.0 1 1575 1 760 O., l 31.7.1 322 380 447 510 
Table 5.1 - Geometrical and i-naterial properties of T joints 
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Model D d T I L 1 0 ý3 1 Fy (N/niiii2) F( (N/iiinj ") 
(111m) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) chordi brace chord bracc 
Yl 508 406 12.5 12.5 157.5 1000 150 0.8 20.3' 2, 340 380 483 518 
Y2 508 406 8.0 8.0 1575 1000 45 4r U 31.75 312 370 427 484 
Y3 1 508 1 508 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 1575 1000 
U45"' 
1.1 31.7-: 5 276 288 1 4119 
Table 5.2 - Geometrical and material properties of Y joints 
Alodel D d T t L 1 1 Fy (N/nuii2) Ft (N/1,11,12) 
(111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) (111111) chor(I brace 
I 
chord 
ý)rýace 
Ur 406 273 7.9 7.9 35 5 (; - 0.67 25.7 321 
1 
- - - 
Table 5.3 - Geometrical and material properties DT joints 
5.3 Siniplification iii the Numerical Models 
To analyse a tubtdýr joint using the finife element ine-thod, a niesh generator 
is necessary. Here. a simple inesh generator is developed for symmetric joints. 
The niesh generator theory is presented in Appendix A. Structural symmetries 
are exploited. Only lialf of T, Y and K joints need to be modelled and only a 
quarter of DT joints (see Fig. 5.13-15). The midsurface dimension is used on 
flie modelling. Each element consists of two layers which ineans than four Gauss 
points are employed through the thickness. 
The test arrangement is shown in Fig. . 5.20. The gal) between the pinned 
conitection and the attachnient. fl-anges ai-c added to the length of the chord in the 
model. The effect of flanges is modelled by adjusfing the stiffiiess of the additional 
length which will effectively behave as a rigid link. The stiffness is adjusted by 
using a higher Young's modultis in the range of 100 to 1000 times the true Young's 
modulus. As shown in Fig. 5.16, the displacements of the middle nodes marked A 
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and B are fiXed bUt. t. hey are free to rotate. Became of die method of atladinient, 
I-11v Yoling's modlillis at I-he 101) of flie ])race is given a higher value flian dial. of 1.1le 
brace itself. However, this technique can be replaced by fixing (lie displacement 
(it.. v) at the top of Che brace DT and T joints. Uniform dist. ributed force is applied 
axially to die brace around the top of brace (see Fig. 5.16). 
5.4 T joint with Compressive Load 
As mentioned before, fo it r sets of experimei it aI results for Tjoints are compared 
with the numerical results. 
5.4.1 Model TI 
Alodel TI is used as a ba-ce case study to examine the hardening paramet, cr 
and the inesh. densitY- Four different hardening parameters are applied and the 
total mesh density equals 122 elements (Fig. 5.13a). The hardening parameter is 
taken between 0% to 20% Young's modulus (E). Excellent results are obtained 
when the hardening parameter is given a. s 201X-E, but otlier numerical tests also 
give reasonable results (see Fig. 5.3a). Table 5.4 shows that the differencies of 
ultimate load for four hardening parameters is in the range OV- to 20%. Based 
on these ituniericat tests, the density of elements is increaesed with the hardening 
parameter as WX and 20% E and the total element equals to 182 (Fig. 5.131)). 
Excellent results are obtained by the present analYsis. As indicated in Table 5.4, 
the ultimate load from the numerical analysis using a finer mesh is slightly higher, 
I)v 1.3'A. than the experimental result. Fig. 5.31., shows the load displacement 
Curve. 
It can be seen from Fig. 5.3a, that the numerical displacement in t-he elastic 
range is smaller than the displacement results from tile experhuental test, which 
in this case shows that. I-lie numerical model is move rigid than the experimental 
specimen. This difference could be accounted. for by the finite stiffliess of the 
physical test frame. First yielding in the numerical test is found at tile. Chord 
saddle positions at a load of 976kN (597v ultimate load) while in the experimental 
. Ixial Loadinp, - in 7'. 17. aud DT. loints 1-9] 
test the first yielding was recorded at, the chord saddle posit, ion at. load 76OkN 
(4-i'l'(. ultimate load). 
Case hardening 
parameter ((I(. E) 
ultimate 
load (kN) 
differeuce. ý 
Experiment 1633 - 
FE coarse niesh 1,128 -12.6 
FE coarse inesh 5 1450 -11.2 
FE coarse inesh 10 1550 -5.1 
FE coarse niesh 15 1586 -2.9 
FE coarse niesh 20 1608 -1.6 
FE finer niesh 15 1636 0.2 
FE finer inesh 20 1654 1.3 
Table 5.4 - Model T1 result conipare with experiment 
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5.4.2 Model T2 
127 
As shown in Table 5.1. the dimension of the chord diameter is the same as the 
brace diameter that is, 1. As Nvith Model Tl, this numerical model is more 
rigid than the experimental specimen. Two numerical tests model are carried out. 
The first. model has 122 elements and the second model has 150 elements. Both 
models give similar results (see Fig. 5.4). It was reported in the experimental tests 
that. yielding was initiated at the crown positions at 1360kN (58% ultimate load) 
awl at the chord saddle, posit. imi yielding was initiated at. 1650 kN. 
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Figure 5.4 : Load-displacement. curve of model T2. 
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Fil-st. vieldilig ill the 111111wrical test occurred A the chord saddle position, at. the 
crown position and at, the crown position of the plug wheii the applied load hicre- 
nleiit Avas 16,80kN (72%, ultimate load). There is small load difference at first yield 
. between (lie experiment and numerical test at, the crown position. The specimen 
failed at MAN, while the model at. taiiied all ultimate load 2273kN. The difference. 
is -2.4%, as shown in Table 5.5. 
5.4.3 Model T3 
Like in models TI and T2,122 elements are employed in model T3. It. caii 
be seen from Fig. 5.5, that the displacement in the numerical model is much 
greater than in the experimental model. It is suspected that the measurements 
taken in the experiments for specimen T3 are not accurate. This suspicion can be 
. 
justified a. s follows. From Table 5.1 it cau. be seen that. the specimens TI a-nd T3 
have the same chord length, diameter of brace and chord. The brace of specimen 
T3 is slightly longer than the brace of specimen TI, but the length of the brace 
does not have much influence on the strength of T joint when a compressive load 
is applied. Specimen T1 is thicker than specimen T3, thus it may be concluded 
that specimen T1 is stiffer than specimen T3 and it is also reported that in both 
specimens, experimental test, failures occur due to plastic collapse. However. the 
dislAacement of specimen TI is always bigger than the displacement. of specimen 
T3 at the same load level. Because of this, the result from specimen T3 are suspect. 
There is a possibility that a mistake has made in reading the displacement from 
the chart. If the displacement reading is multiplied by two, the agreeniciit. with 
the numerical result is verY good'. 
In the experiment. yielding was first detected at the chord saddle position with 
a load of 296kN (, 14'/(, ultimate load). Yielding at the crown position was recorded 
at 357kN. In the numerical model, the first yield was found at the chord saddle 
and the crown at a load of 558kN (81%. ultimate load). However, the difference 
This discrepancy has been pointed out to Wimpey and their comments, invited, but no reply has 
been received to our letter. 
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bet-ween the ultimate loads for dic experiment (674L-N) and the numerical test, 
(637kN) shows sinall difrerences, it-, shown in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.5 : Load- displacement curve model T-3. V 
5.4.4 Model T4 
Like in models T1 and T2. this numerical inodel with 122 element is stiffer 
than the experimental specimen. The first yield was recorded at the chord crown 
position at a load of -550kN in t. he experimental test.. Yielding was found at the 
chord saddle at a, load of 660kN and at 870kN the plastic deformation of chord wall 
02468 10 12 14 16 
displacement (mm) 
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extended to flie toe of (lie entirv periphery of the joint. lit the numerical result of 
mudel T4, the first yield wa: n obtained at the churd saddle position when die load 
level reached 778'. 9kN. Yield was found in upper surface of the chord crown position 
*a( a load of 89O. 5kN. The maximum luad capacit-v, I NUN, is sliglit. 13- higher than 
the maximum load (I 190kN) expci-iment, al test.. The curvcd load displacement. is 
presented in Fig. 
1400 
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Figure 5.6 : 1, oa. c1-(lisl)laceiiieiit curve niodel T4. 
v 
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Model Experiment Numerical difference 
result (k. V) restilt (A-N) l/lo 
TI 16: 33 1636 0.02 
T2 23 28 227.3 -2.4 
T3 671 637 -5.5 
T4 1180 1194 1.2 
Table 5.5 - Ultimate load numerical and experimental test of T joints 
5.5 Y joint with compressive Load 
Three set. of experiment. test. are compared with numerical tests. It is expected 
that. Y joints will behave in a manner similar to T johits. As mentioned previoush. 
the material properties for the top 50 min of brace are higher tban thoSe of the 
brace itself. The axial (lisp I acement, of the numerical test is obtained from the 
resultant displacement of t lie brace. 
5.5.1 Model YI 
From zero load tip to approximately 57; (? of the ulthuate load, the load dis- 
placement curve of the numerical test is linearly elastic, see Fig. 5.7. At the same 
load level, the numerical displacement curve is alwa. -, -s larger tba. u the experimen- 
tat displacement. It shows that the experimental specimen Yl is stiffer than the 
numerical model. 
Af a load of 1344kN. the first yield occurred at the chord crown and sa(1(11(- 
position in the munerical tesi. The plastic deformation of the chord wall extended 
arollild the CN-lindrical intersection with a load of 1632kN. In the experimental 
test, first yield Avas detected at the chord saddle position at 11OOkN. At IGOOkN 
yielding occurred at the crown toe position. In the numerical test., the maximum 
load reached 2466kN while in experimental test the maxinittin loading capacity was 
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recorded as 2.346kN load level. As shown in Table 5.6, the differences of maxinittin 
load between experinient, al and immorical test i. 5 only 5.2/c, 
a, 0 I- 
0 
displacement (mm) 
Figure 5.7 : Load-displacenient. curve of model Yl. v 
5.5.2 Model Y2 
As shown in Fig. . 5.8, tile numerical test displacement result is close to tile 
experimental result. Yielding was first detected at the chord saddle and crown 
positions iu the numerical model result at a load of 744kN. At the next load incre- 
ment, 872.35kN, the vielding starts to spread around thejoint. In the experimental 
10 12 14 16 
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resulk. the first. yielding load is lower than in the numerical test result.. The yield- 
ing Avas first detected at the chord saddle position at 49OkN. At SOOkN. the plastic 
deformation of chord wall extended from the t, %vo saddles toward the crown toe 
position. The load increment in Hie nuilierical model reached 99OkN and stopped 
ý the 
i(erafive procedure could not converge. This implies that the loading since 
paIll of tile structure reaches a critical point which is known as ultimate point 
load. Slightly lower failure loads occurred iii the experiment at 985kN. 
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Figure 5.8 : Load-displaceillent curve of ii-iodel Y2. 
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5.5.3 Model Y3 
1: 14 
The behaviour is similar to t-liat of model Y2 obtained from numerical tests. 
Fig. 5.9 shows the load displacement ctirve. The numerical test. displacement is 
close to flie experimental result.. However, the numerical displacement result is 
smaller than the experimental result. when the load is close to the ultimate load. 
4 0ý Art 
1 
I 
-2 
0 
I... 
0 
v 
disoacement (mm) 
Figure 5.9 : Load-displacement curve of model Y3. 
Yielding first occurs in the chord crown and saddle positions at 1165.44kN in the 
numerical test. At a load of 750h-N, yielding Nvas detected at the chord crown 
position in the experimental analysis. At 1130kN plastic deforniation of the chord 
Nvall extended from chord saddle to crown position. The specimen failed at. 1,135kN 
10 12 14 16 
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while the numerical Inudel reached a load of 1,139.38kN and stopped since the 
iterative procedure could not. converge. 
Model Experiment Numerical difference 
restill result. (kA') I'vo 
YI 2: 346 2466 5.1 
Y2 985 990 0.5 
Y3 1435 1439 0.3 
Table 5.6 - Ultirnate load numerical and experiniental test of Y joints 
5.5.4 DT Joint with Compressive Load 
An experimental test of a DT joint. will be compared with its corresponding 
1111111crical test. Some numerical test results for DT joints frorn Cofer rf al. [19901 
an(l Lalani ct al. [1989] will also be compared. The load displacement curve is 
shown in Fig. 5.11. 
The most critical area of tubular joints occurs at the line intersection between 
cylinders. Due to this, Cofer et al. [19901 developed a finite clement. program TUB- 
JNT. This program takes into account the intersection and welding effect, see. Fig. 
. 5-10. To capture the three dimensional stress distribution at the shell intersection. 
Cofer used a. twenty node, isoparainetric, brick elenient. at. the intersection of the 
tubular joint. To model the weld profile, Cofer used fifteen node, isoparailiet. ric, v 
,, ulid wedge eleirients. Cofer employed solid shell elements as a transition between 
brirh- element. and shell element (scv Fig. 5.10). The TUB-INT program take. -, 
into account elasto plastic behaviour with isotropic hardening. Finite deflections 
and rotations were considered in the updated Lagrangian approach. The modified 
Newton-Raplison method with a scalar accelerator to speed convergence Nvas eni- 
plcýyed. One eighth of a, DT joint with a total of 216 element was used to analyse 
the ultimate strength. 
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Anot, her numerical test Nvas done by Lalani ct al. [1989] using FINAS, a finite 
element program which was developed at. Imperial College. University of London. 
As reported by Lalani ct al., the material JaNvs include elastic. elasto plasfic based 
oil single layer vield criterion and elasto plastic with inultilayer solutions with in- 
tegration in the transverse direction. Tile nonlinear solution strategies employ, 
Newton-Raphson, Modified Newton-Raphson or the KTOI method ( tile latter re- 
forms the tangent stiffness ma, trix at the beginning of each load step and after the 
136 
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soli -a- bric 
transition 
shell 
typical shell junction 
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first iteration). To cross the hinit points and to select the appropriate load hicre- 
nictit size autoniatically. three methods are available in FINAS prograin. One of 
thein is well known as the spherical arc length inethod. The others were displace- 
ineld control of a charesterist-ic displaceinent conipoiient wheii solutioji approaches 
a litnit, point. (load control is also available) and a, ut, ornat-ic selection of constraint. 
equation (displacement variable) with the most rapid change in displacement. to 
focus oil the critical and weakest structural componenet. Tile elements used were 
doubly curved eight node isoparanietric shell element with six- degrees of freedom 
per node. The elements are based oil a non-linear strain displacement relation and 
hiclude large displacenierit. /rot. al ioii effects. To analyse flie DT joint,, Lalani et al. 
eniplo, Ned of one eighth of the joint with a total of approximately 146 elenietits. 
It can be seen from Fig. 5.11, that not all the numerical displacements com- 
pared well with the displacement from the experimental test at peak load. Lalani 
d al. and Cofer ct al. reported that the differences between numerical and experi- 
jimital displacement may be attributed to additional deflection from movement of 
the load frame. This conclusion was also mentioned by Irving [1982] in his work. 
There is no available data for the first yield in experimental and other numerical 
tests. In the current numerical test, the yielding was first recorded at the saddle 
position in the iiýiddle of the chord at a toad of 177 AM Ward [1988) also analysed 
this DT joint and reported that. the vield was initiated from the saddle point. At 
217.33kN. yield occurred between the chord crown and the saddle position near the 
Cylinder intersection. Ultimate load capacity reached 3510 in the experimental 
test.. Cood comparison of tilt. imate load was obta. ined by Cofer at a load of 343kN, 
and Lalani et al. using multilayer elements with a fine mesh obtained an ultimate 
load of approximately 341.74kN. As in the Cofer and Lalani results, the present 
numerical test. reached a maximum load at 344.9kN using a fine mesh. Excellent 
result,, were obtained from the FINAS program ushig Ivanov's single layer yield 
criterion at a. load of approximately 354.4kN for a fine mesh. When the element 
density was reduced by 30%, the displacement was slightly lower than the fine 
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im., sh r"ult. This behaviour also occurred in the FINAS result. Using a coar., (- 
111CS11. the present numerical test reaches an ultimate load at 336.66kN which is 
10%ver than the fitle illesh 111tilliate load. On the other hand, FINAS obtained a 
. 
higher valtic of the ultimate load when the density of elements was reduced (scc 
Fig. 5.12). Considering the total elements mied, the present numerical niodel i,, 
I ess dense than the other numerical models. It can be seen that if a similar model 
of a DT. johit. is used, the present numerical model will use onl3,89 elements. The 
differences in the ultimate load between numerical and experimental tests can be 
well ill Table 5.7. 
Case Ulthriate 
Load (kN) 
difference 
Experiment 351 
FE multilayer [Lalani ct al. 1989] 342 -2.6 
FE Ivanov's single layer [Lalani ct al. 19891 354 1.0 
FE [Cofer cl al. 1990] 343 -2.3 
Present. analvsis 345 -1.7 
Table 5.7 - Ultimate load nun-ierical and experii-nental test of DT joint 
5.6 Discussion 
Four sets of immerical results for T joint show that most of numerical displace- 
ments give reasonable comparisons to the experimental result. The load di'splace- 
ment curves prediction show Chat. the finite element model is usually stiffer thall 
physical model but that the shape of load displacement curves are generally well 
predicted by the finite element model. 
v 
Most. of the first. Yield load of numerical tests are higher fliall those of experi- 
mental tests. This is to be expected, as Nvill be discussed in section 6.6. However. 
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Figure ! ). I I: Load-displacement, ctirve of model DT joint. iising fine niesh. 
the spread of plasticity of the numerical tests of T joints model behaves broadly 
the saine as the experimental tests. Both numerical and experimental tests denion- 
sv t. rated plastic collapse. The tiltimate Ioa(I in numerical tests give reasonable restilts 
in comparison with the experimental results. The differences from the experiment 
range between -5.5A, and 1.27(. as indicated Table 5.5. The average of ultimate 
load differences is -2.1(/(,. 
Generally, the numerical results for the displacement of Y joints is reasonably 
good compared to the experiment results. The load displacement curves show that 
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Figure 5.12 : Load-displacement curve of model DT joint using fine and coarse mesh. 
the physical model is usually stiffer than the numerical model. The first yield load 
of numerical tests are always higher than that of the experimental tests. However, 
the initial yielding zone of the numerical tests has the saine location as in the 
experimental tests. Both numerical and experimental tests demonstrated plastic 
collapse behaviour. An excellent comparison on the ultimate load is obt, ained be- 
t-ween flie immerical and experinmital tests with range 0.3'A and 5.1% as indicat. ed 
Table 5.6. 
As mentioned before, not all of the numerical results for the displacement of 
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DT joints compare ivell with displacement froin the experimental tests. However, 
compared to the ultimate load of the experimental tests, the ininierical tests ulti- 
mate load give excellent result. s. The range of differences, is between -2.6Yu and 
I-O'A as indicated Table 5.7. It. can be seen from load displacement curve for the 
DT joint. (Fig. . 5.11) that. the effect, of including the weld profile elements on the 
global plastic collapse load is not, too significant. That figure also shows that, the 
stifiess of numerical models is increased by using the weld profile elements. 
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Figure 5.20 : Test arrangement for T joint with axial loading. 
Chapter VI 
Iii-plalie Bending Moment in K and Y Joints 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter. the ultimate st rength of K and Y joints will be Calculated using 
the finite element. method and the results will be mupared with experimental tests 
especially those using in-plane ])ending moment loading. A review of numerical 
work in ultimate strength of tul. )ularjoint. s under in-plane bending mornent, is given 
below. 
There are no available numerical results of the ultimate load of K and Y joints 
subjected to pure in-plane ])ending moment. The most recent Nvork related to in- 
plane bending moment was done by Cofer and IN--ill [19901. As part of the numerical 
review described in the previous chapter, Cofer and NVill aUal3'Sed a DT joint. 
subjected to a con-ibination of in-plane bending moment in braces and a constant. 
axial compressive force in chord using the finite element method. The loading is a 
point force on the centre of the chord end plates to impart an overall lateral force 
along with a constant compressive force and reasonable result is obtained. 
6.2 Experimental Studies of Tubular Joint 
As part of the testing program [WinipqEýy Offshore 1989) described in the pre- 
vious chapter, K and Y joints were loaded to failure xvith pure in-plane bending 
moment. The fabrication of specimen Avas identical to that described in the previ- 
Ous Chapter. 
As reported by Wimpey Offshore, the jack- is applied in the appropriate direc- 
tion aud produces a force perpendicular to the axis of the brace. To ensure that 
the load direction remained normal to the brace as the brace rotated, a spherical 
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rocker bearing was provided between the load jack and the brace flanges (see Fig. 
6.17). Tile applied bending moment is given by inultiplYing tile force with the 
lever arin of the jack from the chord surface on the brace centreline. Table 6.1 and 
6.2 shows I-lie dimension of the specimen and Fig. 6.17 depicts the test- rig. 
Nlo- D d 
1 T t L 11=12 gap 01/02 j3 1, Fy (N/tiiniý') Ft (N/tiuii- 
del (111111) (111111) (111111) (nini) (nini) (111111) (111111) chord brace chord brace 
116.1 50's 508 12.5 12.5 320U IIUU 50.8 151)/45' Lu 20.32 3,19 390 5u, l 556 
K2 5 US 254 12.5 12.5 3200 1100 5U. 8 45(1/45' M 20.32 280 377 436 555 
K3 5U8 254 12.5 12.5 3200 1100 76.2 15')/45" M 20-32 274 373 426 5! )2 
M 508 254 12.5 12.5 3200 Ilou 50.8 450/45() 0.5 20-32 310 378 445 555 
K5 508 508 12.5 12.5 320U 1100 50.8 450/45' 1. 20.3' 35 377 494 548 
I KG 1 508 1 254 1 12.5 1 12.5 1 32UU 1 1100 1 76.2 1 450/45 
I 
0. - rl 20.3 
I 294 1 . 369 1 449 ] 489 
Table 6.1 - Geometrical and material properties of K joints 
Model D d T t L 1 01 13 1 Fy (N/ilim') Ft. (N/mni2) 
(iiiiii) (nmi) (nini) (nim) (nim) (nun) cliord 
Fbrace 
chord brace 
Y4 508 203 12.5 12.5 1575 luou 450 0.4 20.32 322 475 483 577 
Y5 508 406 12.5 12.5 1575 1000 450 O. E 20.32 317 387 448 527 
Y6 508 406 8.0 8.0 1575 1000 450 V 20.32 278 378 424 479 
Y6 1 W1 508 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 15751 1000 1 45()1 U 31.7.5 300 1 1 570 
Table 6.2 - Geometrical and material properties of Y joints 
6.3 Siniplication in Numerical Models 
A numerical model similar to that. in section 5.3 is adopted in this work. The 
intinerical model of the K joint can be seen in Fig. 6.11. A uniformly distributed 
force is applied normal to the brace around the top of the brace. The applied 
bending moment is given by multiplying the lever arm of the force from the chord 
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Surface Oil tile brace cell t, erfi ne. Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 show the niesh of the joints 
used in the aiialvsis. 
6.4 K Joint with Iii-plane bending Moment 
SiX 8ets Of eXPerillielital resulls of K joints are compared with numerical tests. 
From Table 6.11 the joints have nondimensional 1.3 between 0.5 wid 1.0, C between 
0.1 and 0.15, and I equals 20.32. Three of the K joints, KI, K2, E-3, are subjected 
to in-plane bending moment. with the same direction of moments. Other K joints, 
M, K5, K. 6, are subjected to in-plane bending moment with opposite directions 
of moment, 
6.4.1 Model KI 
As model TI in section . 5.4.1, model KI is used as a base case st. udy to examine 
Hie hardening parameter. This model is chosen because it, is the only specinien 
from six of K joints which exhibited plastic collapse. Three different hardening 
parameters were used and the total number of elements is 184 (Fig. 6.12a). The 
hardening parameter is taken between I(A to 10'/(ý of Young Modulus (E). Excellent 
results are obtained when the hardening parameter is given as IIoE or 5/()E, but 
other murierical t-ests also give good results (see Fig. 6.1a-d). Table 6.3 shows the 
range of ultimate load as the hardening parameter is varied between 0.0 '/(, and 
-53- Based on those numerical tests. the density of element was increased by 46% 
i%-it. h the hardening parameter at 5(/(, E an([ the Cotal number of elements equals 
268. (Fig. 6.121)). Fig. 6.1d shows that the coarse mesh is stiffer t. han fine mesh, 
but both test give the differences of ult. imate load in range 2.57L, (see Table 6.3). 
It cau be seeit from Fig. 6. la-d. (lia( the brace displacement of the numer- 
iral tests give good comparismi wifli Hie experimeiital test. hi flie ela. st-ir raiwe. 0 
As reported by NVimpey Offshore, yieldhig was first detected at the chord crown 
heel positiori on both braces at, a. niomeiit of 240.0kNm, and at 520. OkNill plastic 
deformation of chord wall occurred, in the compression zone, at the heel position. 
In the numerical analysis, yieldhig was first found at the chord crown toe positim 
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at a moment of 376kNiii. At 491-OkNni, yield had occurred at the chord Crown 
livel positions on both braces. The plastic zone spread around die cylinder inter- 
section and the plug of the chord at. a moment of . 58O. OkNiii. Even though t-liere 
i.,., a difference on first. Yield, the numerical analysis gives excellent, comparison fur 
displacement. and ultimate load as mentioned above. 
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Figure G. la : M-0 plut. of niodel 1\1 with hardening parameter 1'1'(. E 
in numerical model. 
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Figure 6.1d : M-0 plot of model K1 with fine. mesh. 
Case hardening 
parameter ((X, E) 
ultimate 
load (k. N-) 
differelices 
Experinmit S .5 -1 
FE coarse inesh 1 851.8 -0.6 
FE coarse iiiesh .5 866.5 1.1 
FE coanie niesh 10 899.4 4.9 
FE finer niesh .5 8 T). 2 -2.5 
Table 6.3 - Model KI result compare with experinient 
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6.4.2 Model K2 
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Based on the numerical test of model KL 184 elenients will be uscd to analpse 
ol-her K joints. It. can be seen from I-lie M-O plot. (see Fig. 6.2) fliat. flie displace- 
nient in the iminerical test of model K2 is slightly lower than the experimental 
result in the elastic range. However, the trend of the numerical test in the M-O 
plot is generally similar to experimental results. 
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Figure 6.2 : AI-O plot. of model K2. 
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As in the experinient, al test. of specimen K I, yielding was first recorded at t-he 
111-plane Bending. 1110111('111 in 1k, and V Joints 
Crown Iteel position Oil both braces at a, moment of G5. OkNin. At 125. OkNiii. plastic 
deformalioll of Chord material. in Che compression zone, af the heel of the brare 
was observed. Ill the 1111111elical test, first yield was found at the chord crown heel 
and too at. a moment. of 1OA. OkNm. The plastir zone Spread around the cylilider 
intersection at. 130. OkNiii. 
At 21O. OkNm tearing of material initiated at the chord crown hee. 1 posistion of 
brace 2 (see Fig. 6.2) in tile experimental test. The specimen failed. at, 219. OkNiii 
while the numerical model failed at 200.4kNm. 
6.4.3 Model K3 
As shown in Fig. 6.3 the numerical test displacement gives ail excellent com- 
pal-i"Un to the experimental test. Close to thtf peak load, braces 1 and 2 in the 
numerical test give different displacements while braces 1 and 2 of experilliental 
(est give the saine result. Tile possible reason for the difference is that the experi- 
mental specimen started tearing before reaching the uldinate load. This case also 
occurred in specimen 1\9 
In the experimental tests. yielding was first detected at the chord crown heel 
positioji on both braces at a moment of 65.0kNm and at 135.0kNin plastic de- 
formatimi of the chord wall at the heel position of brace I was observed. In the 
minierical test., yieldhig was found at a moment of I 10.0kNin at, the chord crown 
heel position of brace 1. at the chord crown toe position and at the chord sad- 
(Ile po-, ifion of the braces. The plastic zone spread around the intersection of the 
cylinder at a moment of 128. OkNni. 
A. 5 mentioued above, fearitig of mal-crial initiated at. flie chord crown heel 
position of the brace at a nionient. of 20O. OkNiii in the experimantal tests. The 
spechm -it eventually failed al 20S. OkNm while the numerical niodel reachcd an 
tiltimate load of 223. OkNm. 
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Figure 6.3 : M-0 plot of model K3. 
6.4.4 Model K4 
The opposite beading njoiliellt was al)l)lie(I to the mudel. From the M-0 plot. 
in Fig. GA exceflent results were ol)tained by the numerical tests collipare(I to 
experimental tests. 
As reported by N-Vimpey, there were no st, rain gatiges mounted at. t-he 'hot. spoC 
locatioii of t-he joint. First yield was deterniiiied by examining the Al-0 plot and 
occurred at a moment 65.0kNin. Plastic deformat. ion of the chord wall at the crown 
v 
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toe position of bot. h braces was observed at a moment of 15O. OkNiii. In numerical 
tests, yielding was found at. flic chord crown toc posidon and tile. Chord saddle 
position of both braces at a moment. of 106-OkNin. At a moment of 127. OkNiii, the 
plastic zone extended to the crown heel position. 
Tearing of material at the heel position of both braces initiated at, a moment 
of 19O. OkNni. The specinien failed at a moment of 198.0kNin in tile experimental 
test while the nuinerical model reached its ultimate load at a. moment of 19S. SkNni 
which is slightly higher than the. experimental test. (see Table 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4 : AI-O plot of model K4. 
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6.4.5 Model K5 
Fig. 6.5 shows that the numerical displacement is slightly lolver than the 
experimental result which in this case shows that the numerical inodel is slightly 
sliffer than the experimental specinien. 
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Figure 6.5 : NI-O plot of model K5. 
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First vield was estimated using flie Al-0 plot and occurred at a. moment of 
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250.0kNin. At a nionient of 7,80.0kNiti. plastic defurniation of the Chord wall at 
(lie crown toe position of the brace was observed. In the numerical test vielding 
occurred first at the chord crown lice] position at a moment of 52-5.0 kNin and at 
a. monient of 696.0kNin the plastic zone extended around the cylinder intersection 
of both braces. 
Tearing of material at the heel position of the braces initiated at a nionient of 
1000.00m and the specimen failed at a. moment of 103O. OkNin. In tile numerical 
test. the ultimate load was reached at the moment of 1035 kNm which is 0.5%, 
higher dian in the experimental test (see Table 6.5). 
6.4.6 Model K6 
From the M-O plot., Fig. 6.6, good comparison of displacement is obtained 
from the numerical test. As shown in Fig. 6.6, displacement of brace I ill exper- 
iniental test. shown by full line. is slightly different from that of brace 2 in the 
near transition between elastic and plastic region. Siuce the structure and load- 
ing are symmetrical. the difference shows that there are some imperfection in the 
specimen. 
As with specimens K4 and K-5, first yield was estimated using the AI-O plot 
and occurred at, a moment of 7S. OkNiii. Plastic deformat-ion of the chord at the 
crown toe position of both braces was observed at a nionient. of 13O. OkNiii. In 
t. he numerical test. yielding OCCUrred first at the chord crown toe and the chord 
saddle positions at a moment of 117. OkNiii. The plastic zone extended around the 
cylinder intersection at. a moment of 137. OkNiii. 
In the experimental test, tearing of material initiated at 19O. OkNiii and the 
specimen failed at a moment of 19I. OkNiii. A slightly lower ultimate load was 
reached by the numerical test at a moment of 17., -). OkNiii. Table 6.5 shows that the 
diference in ultimate load of numerical test and experimental test is -8.4(/(). 
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Figure 6.6 : M-0 plot of model K6. 
Model Numerical 
restih (kNtn) 
Experiment 
residt (kNjn) 
differenct 
%. 
initial 
learing (Mij) 
difference 
(7v 
K1 866.5 857. U 1.1 - - 
K2 200.4 219.0 -8. -, 210.0 -4.6 
K3 223.0 208.0 7.2 200.0 11.5 
K4 198.8 198.0 U. -I 190.0 4.6 
K T) 1035. U 1030-u U. -I-) 1000.0 3.5 
I K6 1 175.11 1 19 1.0 1 -115.4 1 190.0 1 -7.9 
Table 6.4 - Ultiinate load numerical and experiii-iental test of K joints 
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6.5 Y Joint with hi-plane Bending Moment 
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Four sets of experimental results of Y joints are compared ividi numerical 
results. The joints are analysed using the mesh shown in Fig. 6.13 with 138 
ele; llellts. 
6.5.1 Model Y4 
As shown in Table 6.2, the brace diameter is mucli smaller than the chord 
diameter wbich gives a 13 ratio of 0.4. As a result of an applied bending moment, 
the displacement in the numerical Cest. is larger than in the experimental test (as 
shown in Fig. 6.7). As for specimen T3 in the previous chapter (see section 5.4.3), 
this experimental result is suspect. There is a possibility that a mistake has been 
made in reading the displacement from the chart. If the displacement reading is 
11111] Ciplied by hV0, the agreenlent. with the numerical result is very good. 
At approximately 6O. OkNiii, yielding Nvas first detected at both compression 
and tension zones oil the brace in experimental test. Plastic deformation of the 
chord wall was observed -it approximately 100.0kNni in the cOmpression zone at 
the toe position. It Nvas also reported that, deformation of the. chord wall was 
accompanied by flaking of the surface paint at the buckling position at approxi- 
mately 171-5.0kNin. In the numerical test, yielding was found in bot. 11 Compression 
and tension zones oil the chord and brace at a moment of 103. OkNiii. At the next 
load hicrement., 13G. OhNin. Che plastic. mie rapidly extended around the cylinder 
intersection. 
The tensile crack initiated at. the chord heel position at a Dionient of 205. OkNm 
and the specimen failed at a moment, of 206. UkNin. The numerical model reached 
its tiltiniate load at a moment of 212.7kNm which is slightly higher than in the ex- 
perimental test. Table 6.5 shows the diference in ulfiniate load between numerical 
te-st and experimental test. 
v 
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Figure 6.7 : M-O plot of model Y4. 
6.5.2 Model Y5 
As shown in the M-0 plot in Fig. G. S. a good coinparison is obtained Nvith the 
minierical analysis. At the peak load. the numerical displacement is slightly less 
than (lie experimental result. 
As reported by Winipcýv, there were no strain gauges mounted at the 'liot spoC 
location of the specimen. First yield was determined by examining the INI-O plot 
and occurred at approximately 175. OkNin. At 40O. OkNm plastic deformation of the 
chord wall occurred oil the compression side at the toe position. In the numerical 
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(est. Yielding was first found at the Chord sad-Ile position at a moment increment. 
of 240. OkNiii. At a moment of 310.0kNni. yielding occurred in the tension zone at 
(lit-chord heel position. The plastic zuiie extended al'OURLI the cylinder intersection 
-it . 3-19.0kNni. 
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Figure 6.8 : NI-O plot of model Y5. 
The tensile criack appeared at, fliv chord hc--cl I)osition at a moment. of 762.0k-Nin 
in the experiinental test. At. this point, the specimen could not sustain any futher 
load. A slightly lower ultimate loa( I of 7 14. OkNni was obtained from the numerical 
Inodel. 
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6.5.3 Model Y6 
168 
As with Model Y5, the numerical test. clispiicelliclit is slightly less than exper- 
imen(al result, but. slightly larger near the peak load. The NI-0 plot can be seen in 
Fig. 6.9. 
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Figure G-9 : NI-O 
Oot. of n-lodel Y6. 
First yield was estimated using au M-0 plut and occurred at a moment of 
85.0kNin in the. experimental test. Plastic deformation of the chord wall was 
observed at 200.0k-Niii on the compression zone. In the numerical test, first yield 
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occurred in the tensile zone at the chord heel and at the chord saddle position at 
a moment of 173. OkNm. The plastic zone extended around cylinder intersection 
at a moment of 206. OkNm. 
At 370. OkNm, tearing of chord material at the crown heel position and the 
weld toe was recorded. The specimen eventually failed at 376. OkNm. The numer- 
ical model reached ultimate load at a moment of 397. OkNm, "M higher than the 
experimental result (see Table 6.5). 
6.5.4 Model Y7 
It can be seen from Fig. 6.10, that an excellent result is obtained by the 
numerical analysis. The displacement of the numerical model is similar with ex- 
perimental results in elastic range. Near the peak load, the numerical displacement 
is slightly larger than the experimental result. 
Like model Y5 and Y6, first yield was estimated using an INI-0 plot and occurred 
at a moment of 20O. OkNm in the experimental test. Plastic deformation of the 
chord wall was observed at 45O. OkNm on the compression zone. In the numerical 
model, yielding was first found in the tensile zone at the chord crown heel and 
the plug. Yielding was found at the chord saddle at a moment of 316. OkNm and 
extended to the compression zone at the chord crown heel position. 
A crack was started at the chord crown heel at a moment of 690. OkNm. and 
the specimen failed at 712. OkNm. In the numerical test, the ultimate load reached 
was 689.8kNm, 3.1% lower than the experimental result. 
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Figure 6.10 : M-0 plot of model Y7. 
Model Numerical Exp. ultimate load difference Exp. initial difference 
result (kNm) result (kNm) % crack (kNm) % 
Y4 212.7 206.0 5.7 205.0 3.8 
Y5 714.0 762.0 -6.3 762.0 -6.3 
Y6 397.0 376.0 5.6 370.0 7.3 
Y7 712.0 689.8 -3.1 690.0 -0.0 
v 
Table 6.5 - Ultimate load numerical and experimental test of Y joints 
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6.6 Discussion 
Six sets of numerical results for K joints, show that most of the numerical 
displacements give excellent comparisons to the experimental results. Fig. 6.14-15 
show th6 deformation of K joints under inplane bending moment. Most of the first 
yield loads of numerical tests are higher than those of experimental tests. This 
problem will be discussed later. There are some differences in the position of first 
yield between numerical tests and experimental tests. In the first three of the K 
joints (KI, K2, K3), first yield always occurred at the chord heel on both braces in 
experimental tests while in numerical tests it always occurred at the chord crown 
toe (at the gap) and at the chord crown heel of brace 1. This difference can be 
explained as follows. 
In the experimental test specimen, the gap was filled with the welding deposite 
while in the numerical model the welding toe at the gap. Hence the thickness at 
the gap is increased in the experimental specimens which increased the area at 
that position and reduces the stress concentration. 
Five of the experimental tests of the K joints had tearing failures. All numerical 
model had plastic collapse since the numerical model cannot deal with tearing. 
However, the ultimate load in numerical tests give reasonable results in comparison 
with the experimental tests. The differences between numerical ultimate loads and 
initial tearing failure in the experiments range between -7.9% and 11.5%. The 
differences of ultimate load from experimental result range between -8.7% and 
7.2%. The average of ultimate load differences is -1.3%. 
Generally, the numerical results for displacement of Y joints is reasonably 
good compared to the experiment results. Fig. 6.16 shows the deformation of 
Y joints under inplane bending. Like most other numerical tests, the first yield 
load is higher than the first yield load in the experimental test. This problem will 
be discussed later. The first yield position in numerical model Y3 has the same 
location as specimen Y3. Other first yield position in experimental tests were not 
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reported and they were assumed to have the same location as specimen Y3 by 
Wimpey. However, it was found that one of the numerical models (Y5) gives a 
different location for the first yield. 
All bf the experimental Y joint tests displayed crack failure. The numerical 
model demonstrated plastic failure. However, the differences between the ultimate 
load in numerical tests and formation of the initial crack range between -6.3% and 
7.8% (see Table 6.5). Compared to the ultimate load of experimental tests, the 
numerical ultimate load give a reasonable range between -6.3% and 5.7%. The 
average difference in ultimate load is 0.5%. 
Almost all of the first yield points in the numerical models are higher than those 
in experimental specimens. Two explanations can be given for this fact. The first 
is that in the numerical method, the actual load that causes the first yield will fall 
between two load steps. The lower load step does not yet cause first yield, but 
the next load step will have to overshoot it, and this could be the first time that 
the program detects the first yield. This problem can be solved approximately by 
using small increment load steps, but this needs a large computer CPU time. 
In the numerical analysis, the point where the stress is calculated does not lie 
on the surface of the shell. Because of this, a higher load is needed to reach first 
yield. This problem can be avoided by using multilayer elements. However it will 
increase computer time and requires a larger memory. 
The second point is an experimental one. The residual stress due to fabrication 
causes the first yield load to occur earlier than when there are no such stresses. 
However, the differences between experimental and numerical tests generally are 
not large. 
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Chapter VII 
Conclusion and Proposal 
This study can be divided into three main parts, which are first, the develop- 
ment of shell elastic analysis, and second the development to nonlinear analysis 
with the solution procedure incorporating automatic incremental load and itera- 
tive strategies such as the arc length method. The third part is the application 
of nonlinear shell finite elements to the analysis of the ultimate load behaviour of 
tubular joints and a comparison with experimental results. The following summary 
and conclusions are presented. 
7.1 Conclusion 
7.1.1 Shell Finite Element 
The degeneration concept in shell finite element analysis, coupled with reduced 
integration technique, produces a shell element which performs accurately in both 
thick and thin shell situations. Numerical examples show that bending and mem- 
brane modes are modelled well. In comparison to the results of other workers, the 
rate of convergence of the present shell element is excellent. The application of 
implicit thickness integration is suitable for layer analysis and avoids over straining 
especially when the element has different material properties which always occurs 
in material nonlinear analyses. 
The application of the updated Lagrangian approach in geometric nonlinearity, 
produces a geometry nonlinear of shell of reasonable accuracy. Numerical examples 0- 
in section 4.6 demonstrate that the convergence rate of this nonlinear shell is rea- 
sonably good. Coupled with material nonlinear analysis, this shell has advantages 
due to the number of layers that can be adopted to analyse the stress through the 
thickness. Combined with automatic incremental load and an iterative solution 
v 
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strategy such as the arc length method, the present nonlinear shell finite element 
can pass through the maximum point load without any difficulties in some cases 
studies. analysis. 
7.1.2 Ultimate Load of Mibular Joint 
A wide range of tubular joints has been analysed using the present shell finite 
element. The comparison of the experimental and numerical results demonstrates 
the following. First, the finite element program can predict the ultimate strength 
of a wide range of offshore tubular joint with a surprisingly high level accuracy. 
The differences between numerical and experimental ultimate load predictions are 
of a size typical of the variations in a series of experiment results. The differences 
are perhaps less than one would expect from the influence of residual stress and 
imperfections in physical models and prototypes. Most of the load displacement 
curve predictions are reasonably good compared to the experimental results. There 
is no significant effect of weld profile elements on the ultimate load of tubular 
joints, but the stiffness of the numerical model increases by using the weld profile 
elements and ignoring the weld profile is therefore generally conservative. It can 
be concluded that the finite element method is a suitable tool for predicting the 
ultimate strength of such joints and can be used by engineers with some confidence. 
7.2 Proposal for Future Works 
7.2.1 Shell Finite Element 
v 
There is an obvious need for a continuation of research in shell finite elements 
as well as investigating further their application. Thus, the following future work 
is outlined as a natural extension of the present study. 
In developing the capability for handling geometric nonlinearity, the geometric 
equation should be modified for large rotation analysis. This can be done by 
slightly modifying the definition of second term on the right hand side of equation 
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2.9, representing the linear rotation, to nonlinear rotation. This modification can 
be seen in references by to Hughes [19811, Milford [19891, and Crisfield [1991). 
To obtain more accurate results for material nonlinearity, two problems should 
be considered. First, the method of crossing the yield surface, an approximate 
linear interpolation in the present study, should be modified due to the nonlinearity 
of the yield surface. The nonlinear method, proposed by Bicanic [1988], can be 
adopted and as a result an accurate value of the crossing point can be obtained. 
Secondly, the standard predictor 'forward Euler procedure' to return to the yield 
surface, which is adopted in present study, will give an accumalation error in 
incremental procedures if the stress and strain increments are not sufficient small 
[Crisfield 19911. This procedure can be replaced by the backward Euler procedure 
which uses the normal at the elastic trial point and is more accurate. 
7.2.2 Ultimate Strength of Tubular Joints 
Large research programmes have generated a significant number of test data 
on the ultimate strength of tubular joints. These data have been used in various 
design codes such as API RP2A, DEn, AWS to develop design recommendations. 
However, some areas need futher investigation. A feasibility study by Lalani [1987], 
using the AWS, DEn, and API RP2A codes give significant differences of predicted 
ultimate load T joint for a# ratio > 0.6. Parametric study is necessary in this 
area as well as for other regular configurations. 
Futher research is also needed to investigate the effect of loading at the chord. 
Some experiments have been done by Wimpey [1989] for ultimate strength. How- 
ever there has been no parametric study concerning the above problem, probably, 
because there is not enough data for such a parametric study. Design codes also 
give conflicting guidance on complex tubular joints. One of the reasons is lack of 
data to interpret the behaviour of complex tubular joints. 
Nonlinear finite element analysis has been shown to provide good correlation 
with experimental tests. With decreasing computing cost and the advent of im- 
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proved finite elements, the nonlinear finite element can be used to generate rea- 
sonable data to interpret the behaviour of any configuration of tubular joint. 
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Appendix A 
Simple Mesh Generator for Symmetric Tubular Joints 
To analyse tubular joints using the finite element method, a mesh generator 
is needed. Structural symmetries are exploited to reduce the number of elements. 
Here, a tubular joint will be divided into several regions (see Fig. A. 2). Then, each 
region will be divided into a number of elements. 
As proposed by Zienkiewiecz [1977], blending functions will be used to gen- 
erate the mesh in each region. The blending function will interpolate the un- 
known () so that it will exactly satisfy the variations along the edges of the ý, 77 
domain (see Fig. A. 1). This method can be described as follows. Consider the 
plane curve in Fig. A. 1a, for which boundary functions are given on each edge as 
4)(-1, q), ob(l, 77), 4)(1, ý), 4)(-1, ý). Using these boundary functions, the function 
(D(ý, q) will be interpolated linearly so that a smooth surface is produced. The 
linear interpolation functions can be written as follows : 
(1 + ý)/2 
N2(ý) = (I - C)/2 
A71(71) = (1 + q)/2 
N2(q) = (1 - R)/2 
v 
First, we interpolate the function in the q direction as follows (see Fig. A. 1b) : 
P, 7, D =- Aý) (y) 4D (ý, 1) + N, (77) 1D (ý, - 1) (A. 2) 
Sirriflarly, we interpolate the function in the ý direction as follows (see Fig. A. 1c) : 
PC(b =- N2(ý)4)(qj 1) + (A. 3) 
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Extending the interpolation to two dimensional Lagrangian interpolation, equation 
A. 4 is obtained (see Fig. A. 1d). 
PqPý4) ýAr 2(n)N2(0'N-Ii -1) + NI(ON40DO, -1) 
+ Nj(ý)Alj(, q), (D(l, 1) + Nj(ij)Nj(C)(b(-l, 1) 
(A. 4) 
Using eq. (A. 2), (A-3) and (A. 4), we can construct a smooth surface interpolating 
exactly the boundary function as : 
P'74D + PO) - PIA(b (A. 5) 
Using the above method, we can generate a mesh for each region of a tubular 
joint by giving the number of mesh subdivisions along each edge of the region. 
For a tubular joint, the subdivision will. move from one side of the tubular to 
the opposite as shown in Fig. A. 2 by arrow marks. For instance, in region 2, the 
number of subdivision comes from region 1 and region 3. Blending functions will 
now be applied to this region. The coordinate of a point at the top of brace can 
be determined in local coordinate system as follows (see Fig. A. 2) : 
1)(06 - 05)} 
11 yb = rsinýos - -(Z - 
106 - 
fl5)1 (A. 6a) 
I zb = oa 
where r is radius of brace and line oa' is the length of the brace axis measured 
from origin. This local coordinate should be transformed to a global coordinate as 
follows : 
Xb 
Yb : -, 2 
[01 YI (A. 6b) 
- Zb -. Z1. 
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N2(f) 
(-I, -l) (D (1, -l) 
............................... 
............................ 
----------- --- 
............................ 
----- ---------- 
Figure A. 1 Stages of construction of a blending 
interpolation [Zienkiewcz 1977] 
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where 0 is the transformation matrix from local to global coordinate systems. The 
coordinate of any point at the intersection can be calculated as follows. First, 
determine the equation of line P as follows : 
x= x0 + (X, ý - x)t 
Y= Yo + (Ya - Yo)t (A. 8) 
a; = a; 0 + (Xa - x0)i 
where t is the slope of the line. The line through point b (xb, yb, xb) and parallel 
to line r can be defined as follows : 
xb + (X, - X, )i 
Yb + (Y- - Yo)t (A. 9) 
Zb + (Z, - z, )t 
and 
zb 
Z, 
Substituting eq. (A. 10) into one of eq. (A. 9), we obtain : 
Y= Yb + (Y- - Y-) 
Z- Zb 
Z, - Z, 
The equation of the cylinder at any point with an axis x can be written as follows: 
2+z2=R2 (A. 12) 
The intersection of line I with this cylinder, say at point c, can be obtained by 
subtituting eq. (A. 11) into eq (A. 12) as follows, 
Yb + (Y- Yl)( 
Zc - Zb )2 +z2-R2=0 (A. 13) 
Za - Zo 
c 
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Rewriting equation (A. 13), we obtain: 
A2 z, +Bz, +C=O 
where 
and 
+ (Yar YO)2 
Za Zb 
2Yb Ya - Yo - 2zb( 
Ya - Yo)2 
Z, - Z, Za - Zo 
y2 _ Zo + Z2 
)2 2 
b- 2YbzbYa - Yo Za b(Ya - Yo Za - zo -R 
zc 2A 
z, is chosen to always have positive value. Using equation (A. 14), (A. 12) and (A. 9) 
Nve obtain : 
ýýZ, 29 
c= VFR Cý 
(A. 15) 
and 
X, = Xb + (xa - XI) 
Zc - Zb (A. 16) 
`a - ZI 
The boundary function for each edge of region 2 can be written as follows : 
xc 
Y, 
ZC 
- X2 - -2i(4 - ')(X-> - XJ- 
Yi 
ZI 
X2 - 
"(1 
- 77)(X3 - X2) 2 
77) =R cos {a. -) - q) (a3 - a2)) 2 
-Rsinf a, ) - ý1(1 -71)(a3 -a'-))) 
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X1 
Rcosjaj-! (I-I? )(Cr4-Cfl)) 
2 
Rsinfal - ýl (I - 77)(04 - Ql)j 2 
The coordinates of corner nodes can be written as follows 
XI 
yl 
-ZI 
X3 
Y3 
Z3 
X2 
Y2 
Z2 
X4 
Y4 
. 
Z4 
On rewriting the blending functions in more detail we have 
71) =P, 7'(D +, 
Pý4ý - P, 7pý'D 
=Ni(i7)4)(ý, 1) + N2(71) 4) (ý, - 1) N, (ý) 4) (1,77) + N2 (ý) 4) (- 1, q) 
-1) + Nj(xi)Ný(ij)d)(l, -1)+ 
1) + 1)) 
1 
(1 + 04ýV, 1) +1 (1 - 71)41(ýj -1)+ 
22 
I 
(i + 011DO, 77) +I (I - ý) (D -q) 22 
17) 
(A. 18) 
-11 (1 - 00 - ON-1, -1) +1 (1 + 6)(1 - 77)"DO, 44 
1 (1 + 0(i + 011DO, 1) +1 (1 + 77)(1 - 0-IN-1, M 44 
(A. 19) 
On substituting equation (A. 17) and (A. 18) into equation (A. 19), we obtain the 
blending function of region 2 (see eq. A. 20). By using equation (A. 20) we can 
determine the coordinate of any point in region 2. Similarly, the blending function 
of other region can be defined by subtituting their boundary functions and corner 
values into equation (A. 19). Some results in the use of this method are presented 
in Fig. A. 3-5. 
v 
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xc X2 '2W - 1)(X2 Xl)' 
"DV, q) 4, y 
1+ 
77) Y, + Yi + 22 
. 
4)z ZC ZI 
X2 - 
"0 
- 77)(X3 X2) 2 
(1 + RCOSjCf2 - "'(1 - q)(C(3 - Cf2)} + 22 
Rsinla2 - Rl - O(a3 - a2)) 2 
XI 
1 
Rcosfal - 
1(1 
- 77)(a4 - C(I)l 22 
Rsinfal - 
Rl 
- 77)(a4 - Ctl)) 2 
XI X, ) 
(1 - yl - (1 + 71) Y2 44 
-ZI 
Z. ) 
- 
X3 X4 
(I + 00 + 71) Y3 + 77)(1 Y4 44 
Z3 Z4. 
(A. 20) 
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Figure A. 2 : Division of Y joint 
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Figure A. 3 : Application to blending interpolation at T joint 
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Figure A. 4 : Application to blending interpolation at Y joint 
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Figure A. 5 : Application to blending interpolation at K joint 
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Figure A. 5 : Application to blending interpolation at KT joint 
